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RING OBJECTS IN THE EQUIVARIANT DERIVED SATAKE
CATEGORY ARISING FROM COULOMB BRANCHES
ALEXANDER BRAVERMAN, MICHAEL FINKELBERG, AND HIRAKU NAKAJIMA,
Appendix B by Gus Lonergan
Abstract. This is the second companion paper of [Part II]. We consider the morphism
from the variety of triples introduced in [Part II] to the affine Grassmannian. The direct
image of the dualizing complex is a ring object in the equivariant derived category on
the affine Grassmannian (equivariant derived Satake category). We show that various
constructions in [Part II] work for an arbitrary commutative ring object.
The second purpose of this paper is to study Coulomb branches associated with star
shaped quivers, which are expected to be conjectural Higgs branches of 3d Sicilian theories
in type A by [BTX10].
1. Introduction
This is the second companion paper of [Part II], where we give a mathematical definition
of the Coulomb branch MC of a 3d SUSY gauge theory associated with a complex reductive
group G and its symplectic representation M of a form N‘N˚. Recall that MC is defined
as an affine algebraic variety whose coordinate ring is the equivariant Borel Moore homology
group HGO˚ pRq of a certain space R, called the variety of triples. The product is given by
the convolution. Here GO is the Crrzss-valued points of G.
By its definition, we have a projection pi : R Ñ GrG, where GrG is the affine Grass-
mannian for G. Therefore we have a natural object A in an approproate Ind-completion
DGpGrGq of the derived GO-equivariant constructible category on GrG defined by
pi˚ωRr´2 dim NOs, where ωR is the dualizing complex on R. We can recover HGO˚ pRq
as HG˚OpGrG,Aq. Moreover the construction of the convolution product gives us a ho-
momorphism m : A ‹ A Ñ A, where ‹ is the convolution product on DGpGrGq. It is an
associative multiplication on A. Then we have an induced multiplication on HG˚OpGrG,Aq
from m, which is the same as the product on HGO˚ pRq defined in [Part II]. We also prove
that it is a commutative object in DGpGrGq, and hence the induced multiplication on
HG˚OpGrG,Aq is commutative. It is the second proof of the commutativity of the product
on HGO˚ pRq, which is more conceptual than the first computational proof in [Part II].
In view of the original proposal in [Nak16], we expect that this construction can be
generalized to the case when M is not necessarily of the form N‘N˚.
Anyhow if we have a commutative ring object A in DGpGrGq, we get a commutative ring
structure on HG˚OpGrG,Aq, and hence the ‘Coulomb branch’ as its spectrum.
Our reformulation of the definition of the Coulomb branch via pA,mq reminds us a
construction of the nilpotent cone and its Springer resolution via a perverse sheaf AR
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[ABG04]. Here AR is a perverse sheaf corresponding to the regular representation CrG_s
of the Langlands dual group G_ under the geometric Satake correspondence, and hence is
a commutative ring object in PervGOpGrGq. Let us call it the regular sheaf. It is given byÀ
λpV λG_q_ bC ICpGrλGq, where pV λG_q_ is the dual of the irreducible representation of G_
with the highest weight λ and Gr
λ
G is the closure of the GO-orbit of z
λ in GrG. We prove
that AR is realised as a variant of the above A for a quiver gauge theory in type A. (We
consider the framed quiver gauge theory of type AN´1 with dimV “ pN ´ 1, N ´ 2, . . . , 1q,
dimW “ pN, 0, . . . , 0q and consider the pushforward to GrPGLpNq. See §2(v) for more
detail.) This constuction might be generalized to type BCD, once we can generalize our
definition to the case when M is not necessarily of a form N ‘ N˚ (cotangent type).
However we do not expect AR arises in a similar way for exceptional types. Hence we have
more examples of commutative ring objects in DGpGrGq than our construction.
Once we have a collection tAiu of commutative ring objects inDGpGrGq, we can construct
a new commutative ring object as i!∆pbAiq, where i∆ : GrG Ñ
ś
i GrG is the diagonal
embedding. We call this the gluing construction. It is motivated by [CHMZ14a]. (See
[Nak16, 5(i)] for a quick review and links to other physics literature.)
The second purpose of this paper is to study Coulomb branches associated with a star
shaped quiver. It is regarded as an example of the gluing construction of a ring objects from
those for legs. It is expected that Coulomb branches of star shaped quiver gauge theories
are conjectural Higgs branches of 3d Sicilian theories in type A [BTX10]. (See [Nak16,
3(iii)] for a review for a mathematician.) Expected properties of these Higgs branches
are listed in [MT12]. Recently Ginzburg-Kazhdan [GK] construct holomorphic symplectic
varieties satisfying (most of) these properties for any type. The construction of AR as
A implies that Coulomb branches of star shaped quiver gauge theories are isomorphic to
Ginzburg-Kazhdan varieties in type A via [Bap15]. We check two among the remaining
properties, which identify Ginzburg-Kazhdan varieties of type A1, A2 with C2 b C2 b C2
and the minimal nilpotent orbit of E6 respectively.
We do not expect Ginzburg-Kazhdan varieties for exceptional groups are Coulomb
branches of gauge theories. This is compatible with physicists’ expectation that 3d Si-
cilian theories are not lagrangian theories. Nevertheless 3d Sicilian theories are accepted
as well-defined quantum field theories. And there are many such examples. It is compatible
with our observation that
(1) We have examples of ring objects on DGpGrGq, which may not arise from any pair
pG,Nq.
(2) We have manipulations on ring objects, such as the gluing construction and hamil-
tonian reduction (see §5(viii) for the latter).
We thus hope that ring objects are useful to study non-lagrangian theories.
There is an appendix §A, which discusses a result of independent interest. We construct
a complex reductive group hamiltonian action on the Coulomb branch of a framed quiver
gauge theory by integrating hamiltonian vector fields of functions introduced in [Quiver,
Appendix B]. This extends a torus action constructed in [Part II, §3(v)] by grading on
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HGO˚ pRq. The regular sheaf AR has the G_-action, which is identified with this group
action for the framed quiver gauge theory mentioned above.
The other parts of the paper are organized as follows. In §2 we show that pi˚ωRr´2 dim NOs
and its cousin for gauge theory with a flavor symmetry group are ring objects. We ob-
serve that Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq is a commutative ring for a commutative ring object A
in DGpGrGq, where 1GrG is the skyscraper sheaf at the base point in GrG. Considering
skyscraper sheaves at other points, we construct line bundles over a partial resolution of
Spec Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq. We follow [ABG04] for these constructions. The gluing con-
struction is explained in §2(viii). In §3 we give a proof of commutativity of m. The idea
is well-known: we use Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian to deform a situation where the
product is manifestly symmetric. Then we use nearby cycle functors and dual specializa-
tion homomorphisms. In §4 we show that the regular sheaf AR arises as a pushforward in
a framed quiver gauge theory in type A. In §5 we study Coulomb branches associated with
star shaped quivers. Since §§4, 5 depend crucially on the construction in §A, the authors
recommend the reader to go to §A before visiting §§4, 5.
In §B written by Gus Lonergan, we give another proof of the commutativity of the
convolution product. This proof is more direct than the proof in the main text. A key
ingredient is a global version of the convolution diagram for the variety of triples R.
Notation. We basically follow the notation in [Part II] and [Quiver]. The Weyl group is
denoted by W in order to distinugish a vector space W used for a quiver.
Sections, equations, Theorems, etc in [Part II] (resp. [Quiver]) will be referred with ‘II.’
(resp. ‘Q.’) plus the numbering, such as Theorem II.5.26 (resp. Theorem Q.3.10).
Acknowledgments. We thank S. Arkhipov, R. Bezrukavnikov, D. Gaiotto, D. Gaits-
gory, V. Ginzburg, A. Hanany, J. Kamnitzer, Y. Namikawa, and Y. Tachikawa for the
useful discussions. We also thank V. Gorin for his reply to our question in mathoverflow,
and I. Losev for providing us a proof of Proposition 5.24. Last but not least, we thank
G. Lonergan for writing an appendix.
A.B. was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-1501047. M.F. was partially sup-
ported by a subsidy granted to the HSE by the Government of the Russian Federation
for the implementation of the Global Competitiveness Program. The research of H.N. is
supported by JSPS Kakenhi Grant Numbers 24224001, 25220701, 16H06335.
2. Complexes on the affine Grassmannian
In this section we interpret the convolution product ˚ in terms of a complex on the
affine Grassmannian. Our goal is to construct a commutative ring object in DGpGrGq,
an appropriate Ind-completion of the GO-equivariant derived constructible category on
GrG. Here the multiplication is given by the product ‹ appearing in geometric Satake
correspondence [MV07].
The construction of this section, except §2(viii), is motivated by the work of Arkhipov,
Bezrukavnikov and Ginzburg [ABG04], where the nilpotent cone N of the Langlands dual
group is constructed from the regular sheaf AR on GrG.
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The construction of §2(viii) is motivated by [CHMZ14a], as we have mentioned already
in Introduction.
2(i). Categorical generalities. Let X be a scheme of finite type over C. Then we denote
by DpXq the ind-completion of the bounded derived category of constructible sheaves
on X; same definition applies to the equivariant derived category DGpXq where G is
a (pro)algebraic group acting on X. It is obvious that for a G-equivariant morphism
f : X Ñ Y the derived direct images f!, f˚ : DGpXq Ñ DGpY q are well-defined. The same
thing is true for the inverse images f !, f˚ : DGpY q Ñ DGpXq.
Assume that G has finitely many orbits on X. Then a morphism F Ñ G in DGpXq is
an isomorphism if and only if it is an isomorphism on all !-stalks (the assumption that G
acts with finitely many orbits is needed in order to guarantee that there is an open dense
subset of X on which both F and G are locally constant).
Let now X be an ind-scheme which is a filtered inductive limit of schemes of finite type
over C with respect to closed embeddings. For simplicity we shall assume that X is just
the union of closed subschemes X0 Ă X1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ where each Xi is a scheme of finite type
over C and each inclusion Xi Ă Xi`1 is a closed embedding; we denote this embedding by
σi. We shall call such ind-schemes good. Assume that a (pro)algebraic group G acts on
each Xi and this action commutes with σi’s. Then we shall say that X is a good G-scheme.
For a good G-ind-scheme X we define the category DGpXq whose objects are systems
pFi, κiq8i“0 where‚ Fi P DGpXiq
‚ κi : σ!iFi`1 Ñ Fi is an isomorphism.
A morphism α : pFi, κiq Ñ pF 1i , κ1iq is collection of morphisms Fi Ñ F 1i for each i which
commute with the κi’s. It is easy to see that DGpXq is a triangulated category. Assume
that G acts with finitely many orbits on each Xi; in this case we shall say that X is a very
good G-ind-scheme. Then again a morphism F Ñ G in DGpXq is an isomorphism if and
only if it is an isomorphism on all !-stalks.
Let X, Y be two good G-ind-schemes and let f : X Ñ Y be a G-equivariant morphism.
Then we can define the functor f˚ : DGpXq Ñ DGpY q (but a priori not the functor f!). It
is defined in the following way. Given an object pFi, κiq of DGpXq we need to define an
object pGj, ηjq of DGpY q. Let Zj “ f´1pYjq. This is again a good G-ind-scheme – it is the
inductive limit of Zi,j “ Xi X f´1pYjq. Let Fi,j denote the !-restriction of Fi to Zi,j. Let
also fi,j : Zi,j Ñ Yj denote the natural morphism. Since pσ!iq is right adjoint to pσiq!, the
isomorphism κi gives rise to a map pσiq!Fi “ pσiq˚Fi Ñ Fi`1; !-restricting this to Zj we get a
morphism pσiq˚Fi,j Ñ Fi`1,j which gives rise to a natural map pfi,jq˚Fi,j Ñ pfi`1,jq˚Fi`1,j.
Hence the inductive limit of pfi,jq˚Fi,j’s (with respect to i) makes sense and we denote
it by Gj. The construction of isomorphisms ηj between the !-restriction of Gj`1 and Gj is
immediate from the usual base change.
In what follows we are going apply it for example to X being GrG for some reductive
group G. In this case we can talk about the equivariant derived category DGOpGrGq which
as before we shall simply denote by DGpGrGq (a priori it depends on a choice of Xi’s above;
to simplify the discussion we are going to make this choice, although it is not difficult to
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see that the resulting category is independent of that choice); it is clear that (for any choice
of Xi’s) GrG is a very good GO-ind-scheme. The above general discussion also shows that
given two objects F ,G P DGpGrGq we can define their convolution F ‹ G P DGpGrGq.
2(ii). Pushforward to the affine Grassmannian. Let N be a finite dimensional rep-
resentation of a complex reductive group G. Let R be the variety of triples as in [Part II],
and ωR its dualizing complex.
Proposition 2.1. Let pi : R Ñ GrG be the projection and A def.“ pi˚ωRr´2 dim NOs P
DGpGrGq.
(1) There exists a natural multiplication homomorphism
m : A ‹AÑ A,
where the left hand side is the convolution product of A with itself given by the diagram
(II.3.1).
(2) Let 1GrG denote the skyscraper sheaf at the base point in GrG. Recall that it is the
unit element in DGpGrGq, i.e., we have natural isomorphisms 1GrG ‹ A – A – A ‹ 1GrG.
We have a homomorphism 1: 1GrG Ñ A such that
A – A ‹ 1GrG id ‹1ÝÝÑ A ‹A mÝÑ A, A – 1GrG ‹A 1‹idÝÝÑ A ‹A mÝÑ A
are both idA.
(3) Under the natural associativity isomorphism A ‹ pA ‹Aq – pA ‹Aq ‹A, we have
m ˝ pm ‹ idq “ m ˝ pid ‹mq.
(4) The product on HG˚OpGrG,Aq – HGO˚ pRq induced by m is the same as the convolution
product ˚.
(5) (1)„(4) remain true for the GO ¸ Cˆ-equivariant setting.
The product in (4) is defined as follows: Let x, y P HG˚OpAq “ Ext˚DGpGrGqpCGrG ,Aq.
Then x ‹ y P Ext˚DGpGrGqpCGrG ‹ CGrG ,A ‹Aq. We have a natural homomorphism CGrG Ñ
CGrG ‹ CGrG from the adjunction homomorphism CGrG Ñ m˚m˚CGrG . Therefore we com-
bine it with m : A ‹AÑ A, we get x ‹ y P Ext˚DGpGrGqpCGrG ,Aq.
Proof. Let us combine two diagrams (II.3.1) and (II.3.2):
(2.2)
RˆR p˜ÐÝÝÝ p´1pRˆRq q˜ÝÝÝÑ qpp´1pRˆRqq m˜ÝÝÝÑ R
iˆidR
§§đ i1§§đ §§đi¯ §§đi
T ˆR pÐÝÝÝ GK ˆR qÝÝÝÑ GK ˆGO R mÝÝÝÑ T
piˆpi
§§đ idGK ˆpi§§đ §§đp¯i §§đpi
GrG ˆGrG ÐÝÝÝ
p¯
GK ˆGrG ÝÝÝÑ
q¯
GrG ˜ˆGrG ÝÝÝÑ
m¯
GrG,
where we have changed the notation for morphisms in the bottom row putting ‘bar’. We
also denote pi ˝ i simply by pi for brevity.
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The restriction with support homomorphism (II.3.7) induces
AbA “ ppi ˆ piq˚pωRˆRqr´4 dim NOs
Ñ ppi ˆ piq˚p˜˚pωp´1pRˆRqr´2 dim NO ´ 2 dimGOsq
– p¯˚pidGK ˆpiq˚i1˚ωp´1pRˆRqr´2 dim NO ´ 2 dimGOsq.
By adjunction, we get
p¯˚pAbAq Ñ pidGK ˆpiq˚i1˚ωp´1pRˆRqr´2 dim NO ´ 2 dimGOsq.
Since q˜ is the quotient by GO, the right hand side is
pidGK ˆpiq˚i1˚q˜!ωqpp´1pRˆRqqr´2 dim NO ´ 2 dimGOsq – q¯˚p¯i˚i¯˚ωqpp´1pRˆRqqr´2 dim NOs.
Applying pq¯˚q´1, we get a homomorphism
(2.3) Ab˜A “ pq¯˚q´1p¯˚pAbAq Ñ p¯i˚i¯˚ωqpp´1pRˆRqqr´2 dim NOs.
We further apply m¯˚:
A ‹A “ m¯˚pAb˜Aq Ñ pi˚i˚m˜˚ωqpp´1pRˆRqqr2 dim NOs.
The left hand side is nothing but the convolution product A ‹ A defined by the diagram
(II.3.1).
Since m˜ is proper, we have a natural homomorphism m˜˚ωqpp´1pRˆRqqr2 dim NOs Ñ
ωRr2 dim NOs. Thus we obtain the homomorphism in (1).
Proofs of (2),(3) are already given in the proof of Theorem II.3.10. Note that the
associativity isomorphism is given by the GrG-version of the big square diagram appearing
in the proof of Theorem II.3.10. See [MV07, Prop. 4.6].
Taking hypercohomology groups, one can check (4). We omit the detail. 
Remarks 2.4. (1) By [BF08, Theorem 5], A P DGO¸CˆpGrGq corresponds to a certain
differential graded Harish-Chandra bimodule of G_. We do not know anything about it
except the example just below.
(2) Let us denote by AR the regular sheaf, i.e., the perverse sheaf corresponding to the
regular representation CrG_s of the Langlands dual group G_ under the geometric Satake
correspondence. It was denoted by R in [ABG04], but it conflicts with our notation for
the space R. It is endowed with a natural morphism m : AR ‹ AR Ñ AR with properties
listed in Proposition 2.1. The nilpotent cone N of G_ and its Springer resolution N˜ were
constructed from AR in [ABG04]. Since it is more natural to compare AR with A arising
in the framework of a flavor symmetry group, more detail will be given §2(v). Finally, the
dg-Harish-Chandra bimodule corresponding to AR is the ring U
rs
~ ˙CrG_s of ~-differential
operators on G_.
The construction in this and the subsequent subsections shows that it is enough to have
A with m : A ‹AÑ A, i.e., a ring object in DGpGrGq to define the Coulomb branch MC .
For example, AR. Since AR for an exceptional group is unlikely to arise from any gauge
theory pG,Nq, it is interesting to find other recipes to construct such an pA,mq. We give
one example of such a recipe in §2(viii) below.
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2(iii). Commutativity. In this subsection we forget the loop rotation.
Let Θ: A ‹AÑ A ‹A be the commutativity constraint of the convolution product. Its
construction, following [MV07, §5] and also [Gai01], will be recalled in §3(i).
Theorem 2.5. We have m ˝Θ – m as homomorphism A ‹AÑ A.
It means that pA,mq is a commutative ring object in pDGpGrGq, ‹q. We give a proof in
§3.
Our proof is indirect. We construct another multiplication mψ : A‹AÑ A using nearby
cycle functors and dual specialization. We have mψ ˝ Θ – mψ. Therefore pA,mψq is
commutative, but we cannot check mψ is associative directly.
Next we show mψ “ m for N “ 0. This implies that mψ “ m holds after the fixed point
localization for general N. We do not have torsion where m and mψ live, hence this is
enough.
2(iv). A complex on the affine Grassmannian of the flavor symmetry group. We
suppose that N is a representation of a larger group G˜ containing G as a normal subgroup
as in §II.3(viii), §II.3(ix). Let GF “ G˜/G. We are going to construct a ring object in
DGF pGrGF q.
Let us denote TG˜,N, RG˜,N by T˜ , R˜ respectively for short as before. Composing T˜ Ñ GrG˜
or R˜Ñ GrG˜ with the morphism GrG˜ Ñ GrGF , we have
(2.6) p˜i : T˜ or R˜Ñ GrGF .
Let us denote the fiber over λ P GrGF by R˜λ, where λ is a coweight of GF regarded as a
point in GrGF . (In §II.3(ix) it was denoted by λF .)
As in Proposition 2.1, we consider a pushforward of the dualizing sheaf ωR˜. Here
we consider the dualizing sheaf of the larger space R˜, and take the pushforward A def.“
p˜i˚ωR˜r´2 dim NOs to GrGF . We consider it as an object in DG˜pGrGF q, an appropriate
Ind-completion of the G˜O-equivariant derived constructible category of GrGF . We also
have Qp˜i˚ωR˜r´2 dim NOs “ Qid˚A, which is a pGF qO-equivariant object on GrGF . Here
‘id’ is the identity of GrGF and the general pushforward functor Qid˚, Qp˜i˚ changes the
equivariance group from G˜O to pGF qO. See [BL94, §6].
In the same way as in Proposition 2.1, we have natural homomorphisms
(2.7) m : A ‹AÑ A, m : Qid˚A ‹Qid˚AÑ Qid˚A,
that satisfy the unit and associativity properties. It also satisfies the commutativity.
Let us give a small remark for the construction of the homomorphisms: When we define
the convolution product A ‹A, we use pq˚q´1 for GrGF . For this, we only need the pGF qO-
equivariant structure, therefore we can replace the second factor A by Qid˚A. However in
the definition of the first homomorphism m, we need to go back to the space R˜, hence we
need the G˜O-equivariant structure. The second homomorphism m is induced from the first
by applying Qid˚ and using the smooth base change.
Let 1GrGF be the skyscraper sheaf at the base point in GrGF . As in [ABG04, §7.2] we
have an algebra structure on Ext˚DG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq: Let x P Ext
i
DG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq, y P
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ExtjDG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq. We consider x‹y P Ext
i`j
DG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ‹1GrGF ,A‹Aq. We compose
1 : 1GrGF – 1GrGF ‹ 1GrGF and m : A ‹AÑ A, we get mpx ‹ yq1 P Exti`jDG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq.
Note that ext-groups in DGF and DG˜F are isomorphic:
Ext˚DGF pGrGF qp1GrGF , Qid˚Aq – Ext
˚
DG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq,
where the right hand side is regarded as HG˚F pptq-module via HG˚F pptq Ñ H ˚˜Gpptq. See
[BL94, §13.5]. Thus the difference between A and Qid˚A is not essential, we omit Qid˚
hereafter.
Since the fiber of p˜i : R˜ Ñ GrGF at the base point is our original R, we have a natural
isomorphism
(2.8) Ext˚DG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq – H
G˜O˚ pRq
of H ˚˜
G
pptq-modules.
The definition of the multiplication on Ext˚DG˜pGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aq uses G˜ (or GF ) equivari-
ance, as we use the descent pq˚q´1.1 On the other hand, the multiplication on the right
hand side given in Proposition II.3.22 descends to HGO˚ pRq. In fact, we will see that a
simple modification of the definition gives a multiplication on the left hand side with the
group changed from G˜ to G in §2(vi).
Lemma 2.9. The isomorphism (2.8) respects the multiplication. The same is true for
G˜O ¸ Cˆ-equivariant groups.
Proof. Let us consider a modification of the commutative diagram (2.2):
(2.10)
T˜ ˆ R˜ pÐÝÝÝ G˜K ˆ R˜ qÝÝÝÑ G˜K ˆG˜O R˜ mÝÝÝÑ T˜
p˜iˆp˜i
§§đ ξˆp˜i§§đ §§đp¯i §§đp˜i
GrGF ˆGrGF ÐÝÝÝ
p¯
pGF qK ˆGrGF ÝÝÝÑ
q¯
GrGF ˜ˆGrGF ÝÝÝÑ
m¯
GrGF ,
where ξ : G˜K Ñ pGF qK is a morphism induced from G˜Ñ GF , and all other maps are given
by replacing G, R, ... by G˜, R˜, ..., and composing GrG˜ Ñ GrGF , etc. We omit the first
row for brevity.
Let r1GF s denote the base point in GrGF . We take the inverse images of r1GF s ˆ r1GF s,
pGF qO ˆ r1GF s, r1GF s ‹ r1GF s, r1GF s in the first row. They are T ˆR, G˜OK ˆR, G˜OK ˆG˜O R,
T respectively. Here G˜OK “ ξ´1ppGF qOq is the group introduced in §II.3(viii). Thus we
recover the diagram (II.3.23). Now the assertion is easy to check, and hence we omit the
detail. 
1We thank Roman Bezrukavnikov for a clarification of this point.
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2(v). An alternative construction of a regular sheaf. Consider a quiver gauge theory
of type AN´1 with dimV “ pN ´ 1, N ´ 2, . . . , 1q, dimW “ pN, 0, . . . , 0q with G “
GLpV q “ śN´1i“1 GLpiq, G˜ “ pGLpV q ˆGLpW qq/Z, where Z – Cˆ is the diagonal central
subgroup. We have GF “ PGLpW q “ PGLpNq and apply the above construction to
define A. It is a complex on GrPGLpNq. We also know that the Coulomb branch MC
of this quiver gauge theory is the nilpotent cone in slpNq. (We know that MC is a
transversal slice in the affine Grassmannian by §Q.3 for a quiver gauge theory of type
ADE. And in this case the transversal slice in the affine Grassmannian is the nilpotent
cone by [Lus81]. See also [MV03].) Recall AR in Remark 2.4(2). We take G “ PGLpNq.
Then Ext˚DpGrPGLpNqqp1GrPGLpNq ,ARq gives also the nilpotent cone [ABG04, 7.3.1]. This is
not a coincidence. We have
Theorem 2.11. AR and A are isomorphic as ring objects in DPGLpNqpGrPGLpNqq.
The proof will be given in §4.
2(vi). Line bundles via homology groups of fibers. We now return back to a general
situation: we are given a commutative ring object in DGpGrGq, i.e., we are given A P
DGpGrGq with 1: 1GrG Ñ A, m : A‹AÑ A satisfying the unit and associativity properties
in Proposition 2.1(2) and the commutativity as in Theorem 2.5. The object constructed
in §2(ii), as well as the object A or Qid˚A in §2(iv) is an example when we regard GF as
G. In fact, the latter is our primary example.
Let DpGrGq denote an appropriate Ind-completion of the constructible derived cate-
gory on GrG (without GO-equivariance structure). Let For : DGpGrGq Ñ DpGrGq be the
forgetful functor.
Remark 2.12. In the setting of §2(iv), we could consider DGpGrGF q, an appropriate Ind-
completion of the GO-equivariant constructible derived category on GrGF . Note that GO
acts trivially on GrGF . Let ResGO,G˜O be the restriction functor DG˜pGrGF q Ñ DGpGrGF q
restricting the group action from G˜O to GO. Then we could consider Ares “ ResGO,G˜O A P
DGpGrGF q. This allows us to consider Ext˚DGpGrGF qp1GrGF ,Aresq, but the difference between
this Ext group and Ext˚DpGrGF qp1GrGF ,ForQid˚Aq is not essential as we have remarked
above. Therefore we do not keep two groups G, GF , and just consider the above situation
for brevity of the notation.
Let Afor
def.“ ForA. Note that Afor ‹Afor is not defined as we do not have pq˚q´1 for non
GO-equivariant objects. However we still have Form : ForpA ‹Aq Ñ Afor “ ForA.
Viewing a coweight λ of G as a point in GrG, we denote the embedding by iλ : tλu Ñ
GrG.
Recall m : GrG ‹ GrG Ñ GrG. For a coweight χ, let Gr2χ def.“ m´1pχq and denote the
embedding Gr2χ Ñ GrG ‹GrG by jχ. We have the base change i!χm˚ “ m˚j!χ.
Recall A‹A “ m˚pq˚q´1p˚pAbAq. Let us set Ab˜A “ pq˚q´1p˚pAbAq. As the forgetful
functor commutes with m˚, we have ForpA ‹Aq “ m˚ ForpAb˜Aq. We have
(2.13) m˚j!χ ForpAb˜Aq “ i!χm˚ ForpAb˜Aq “ i!χ ForpA ‹Aq
i!χ FormÝÝÝÝÑ i!χAfor.
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Claim. The embedding tλu ˆ tµu Ñ Gr2λ`µ induces a natural homomorphism
(2.14) H˚pi!λAforq bH˚pi!µAforq Ñ H˚pj!λ`µ ForpAb˜Aqq.
Proof. Let us regard λ as an element in GK and denote the embedding tλu Ñ GK by i˜λ.
The morphism qp˜iλ ˆ iµq : tλu ˆ tµu Ñ GrG ˜ˆGrG factors through Gr2λ`µ. Let us write the
embedding kλ,µ : tλu ˆ tµu Ñ Gr2λ`µ.
We note k!λ,µj
!
λ`µ “ p˜iλ ˆ iµq!q! “ p˜iλ ˆ iµq!q˚r2 dimGOs. Since the forgetful functor
commutes with pull back homomorphisms [BL94, §3.4], we get
k!λ,µj
!
λ`µ ForpAb˜Aq
“ p˜iλ ˆ iµq!p˚pAfor bAforqr2 dimGOs
“ p˜iλ ˆ iµq!p!pAfor bAforq “ piλ ˆ iµq!pAfor bAforq.
(2.15)
Since kλ,µ is proper, we have a homomorphism kλ,µ˚k!λ,µ “ kλ,µ!k!λ,µ Ñ id. Now the assertion
is clear. 
Combining (2.13) with χ “ λ` µ and (2.14), we obtain a multiplication
(2.16) H˚pi!λAforq bH˚pi!µAforq Ñ H˚pi!λ`µAforq.
Remarks 2.17. (1) Note that the embedding iλ is TO-equivariant. Therefore we can use
the restriction functor ResTO,GO from GO to TO instead of the forgetful functor For. Then
the same construction gives a multiplication
(2.18) H˚TOpi!λ ResTO,GO Aq bH˚TOpi!µ ResTO,GO Aq Ñ H˚TOpi!λ`µ ResTO,GO Aq.
(2) Suppose G “ T . Then GrT “ ŮλPY tλu, hence HT˚OpGrT ,Aq “ ÀλPY HT˚Opi!λAq.
The multiplication explained after Proposition 2.1 is Y -graded, hence gives HT˚Opi!λAq b
HT˚Opi!µAq Ñ HT˚Opi!λ`µAq. It is clear that this multiplication is same as (2.18).
Suppose λ “ µ “ 0. We have a commutative diagram
(2.19)
Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq b Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq
mp‚‹‚q1ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq
For
§§đ §§đFor
H˚pi!0Aforq bH˚pi!0Aforq ÝÝÝÑ
(2.16)
H˚pi!0Aforq
via the isomorphism ExtDpGrGqp1GrG ,Aforq – H˚pi!0Aforq.
In fact, the only place we need to check is the commutativity of
Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq b Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,Aq
pq˚q´1p˚ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ext˚DGpGrG ˜ˆGrGqpCr1Gs‹r1Gs,Ab˜Aq
For
§§đ §§đFor
H˚pi!0Aforq bH˚pi!0Aforq ÝÝÝÑ
(2.16)
H˚pj!0 ForpAb˜Aqq,
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where the right vertical arrow is defined as the embedding of r1Gs ‹ r1Gs into GrG ˜ˆGrG
factors through Gr20. This commutativity is clear from (2.15).
In the setting of the previous subsection, the upper row of (2.19) is the same as the
multiplication on HG˜O˚ pRq by Lemma 2.9, hence the lower row is also the same as ˚ on
HGO˚ pRq. In this sense the multiplication in (2.16) is a generalization of ˚.
Thus
À
H˚pi!λAforq is an algebra graded by the coweight lattice of G. For λ “ 0, we
have a subalgebra H˚pi!0Aforq, which is isomorphic to HGO˚ pRq in the setting of the previous
subsection. One can also take a direct sum over dominant coweights λ of G.
For a fixed coweight λ, we consider the direct sum of H˚pi!nλAforq with degrees nλ
(n P Zě0). It is an algebra graded by Zě0. Its ProjpÀně0H˚pi!nλAforqq has a natu-
ral projective morphism to SpecpH˚pi!0Aforqq. We have a natural line bundle Op1q on
ProjpÀně0H˚pi!nλAforqq such that H˚pi!nλAforq is identified with the space of sections of
Opnq “ Op1qbn. Under some circumstances we expect ProjpÀně0H˚pi!nλAforqq is a (par-
tial) resolution of SpecpH˚pi!0Aforqq.
In the example in Remark 2.4, AR gives the Springer resolution of the nilpotent cone N
of G_, the Langlands dual group of G. See [ABG04, 8.5.2].
See [Nak16, §5.1] (and also Remark II.3.26) for a physical origin of this construction.
Remark 2.20. In view of Remark 2.17(2), the construction in §II.3(ix) and the above
construction is the same for A in §2(iv). Here the construction in §II.3(ix) is as follows:
Let us suppose G Ÿ G˜ as in §2(iv) and further assume GF “ G˜/G is a torus. Let us
write TF “ GF . The Coulomb branch MCpG˜,Nq for the larger group G˜ has an action of
pi1pTF q^ “ T_F , and Proposition II.3.18 says that MpG,Nq is the Hamiltonian reduction of
MpG˜,Nq by T_F . Let us denote the moment map by µT_F . The hamiltoian reduction more
precisely means the affine algebro-geometric quotient µ´1T_F p0q/T_F . If we have a cocharacter
λF of TF , we view it as a character of T
_
F and consider the GIT quotient µ
´1
T_F
p0q/ λFT_F .
2(vii). Wakimoto sheaves. The original definition of the multiplication (2.16) in [ABG04]
was given by Wakimoto sheaves, and the above definition is taken from the proof of [ABG04,
Th. 8.5.2]. Although it is unnecessary, let us review the construction for the sake of the
reader.
Let I be the Iwahori subgroup of GK and let FlG “ GK/I be the affine flag variety. We
have a smooth proper morphism $ : FlG  GrG of ind-schemes. Let Wλ be the Wakimoto
sheaf on FlG for G corresponding to a coweight λ. See [ABG04, §8] for the definition (due
to Mirkovic´). By [ABG04, §8.4], we have a ‘multiplication’
(2.21) Eλ b Eµ Ñ Eλ`µ, Eλ “ Ext˚DIpGrGqp1GrG ,Wλ ‹Aq,
where ‹ is the convolution product on I-equivariant complexes on FlG and GrG: Let x P Eλ,
y P Eµ. We consider the composite
y ¨ x : 1GrG yÝÑWµ ‹A “Wµ ‹ 1GrG ‹A Wµ‹x‹AÝÝÝÝÝÑWµ ‹Wλ ‹A ‹A
“Wλ`µ ‹A ‹A mÝÑWλ`µ ‹A.
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Note that Wµ ‹x is well-defined as x is an I-equivariant homomorphism, and hence Wµbx
descends for the morphism q.
We have an isomorphism Eλ – HT˚Opi!λ ResTO,GO Aq (see [ABG04, (8.7.2)]), and the above
multiplication is the same as (2.18).
2(viii). Gluing construction. One of motivations of [CHMZ14a] extending the monopole
formula from the Hilbert series of the coordinate ring of the Coulomb branch MC to the
character of the space of sections of a line bundle (see Remark II.3.26) is to write down the
Hilbert series of a complicated Coulomb branch from simpler ones. We use the machinery
prepared in earlier subsections to introduce the corresponding construction at the level of
commutative ring objects in DGpGrGq.
The setting in [CHMZ14a] is as follows. Suppose that we have a finite collection
tpGi,Niqu (i “ 1, 2, . . . ) of gauge theories sharing the common flavor symmetry group,
i.e., Ni is a representation of a larger group G˜i containing Gi as a normal subgroup with
GF “ G˜i/Gi, independent of i. Then we define G as the fiber product of G˜i over GF , and
N “ÀNi. The monopole formula for the Hilbert series of the Coulomb branch of pG,Nq
is given by extended monopole formula for pGi,Niq. See also [Nak16, §5(i)] for a review.
An example is a star shaped quiver gauge theory, which is the 3d mirror of the Sicilian
theory of type AN´1, reviewed in [Nak16, §3(iii)]. See Figure 1. We have three copies of
type AN´1 quiver gauge theory with dimV “ pN ´ 1, N ´ 2, . . . , 1q, dimW “ pN, 0, . . . , 0q
as in §2(v). We divide the group GLpV q “śGLpViq by the diagonal central subgroup Z
and take it as the gauge group. The common flavor symmetry group is GF “ PGLpNq.
N N 1´ N 2´ 2 1
N 1´
N 2´
2
1
N 1´
N 2´
2
1
Figure 1. A star shaped quiver gauge theory
The variety RG,N is the fiber product of RG˜i,Ni over GrGF . Let us denote the natural
projections RG,N Ñ GrGF and RG˜i,Ni Ñ GrGF by pi and pii respectively. Then
pi˚ωRG,Nr´2 dim NOs “ i!∆
´
bpii˚ωRG˜i,Ni r´2 dimpNiqOs
¯
,
where i∆ : GrGF Ñ
ś
i GrGF is the diagonal embedding. Note that pii˚ωRG˜i,Ni r´2 dimpNiqOs
is the commutative ring object in DGF pGrGF q, considered in §2(iv).
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Motivated by the above example, we consider the following setting. (We use the con-
vention in §2(vi), i.e., replace GF by G.) Suppose that we have a finite collection tAiu of
commutative ring objects in DGpGrGq. Let i∆ : GrG Ñśi GrG be the diagonal embedding.
Then the following is clear:
Proposition 2.22. A
def.“ i!∆ pbAiq is a commutative ring object in DGpGrGq. In particular,
we can consider the affine scheme SpecHG˚OpGrG,Aq.
In fact, we have bm : pbAiq ‹ pbAiq “ bpAi ‹Aiq Ñ bAi from m : Ai ‹Ai Ñ Ai. Then
we apply i!∆. We claim that there is a natural homomorphism
(2.23) i!∆pbAiq ‹ i!∆pbAiq Ñ i!∆ pbpAi ‹Aiqq ,
hence its composition with i!∆pbmq gives the desired multiplication homomorphism of
i!∆pbAiq. We prove the claim by comparing the convolution diagrams (II.3.1) for GrG andś
i GrG. Since p, q are smooth, p
˚, q˚ commute with i!∆. The last part of the convolution
diagram for G and
ś
iG is
GrG ˜ˆGrG
mÝÝÝÑ GrG
i1∆
§§đ §§đi∆ś
i GrG ˜ˆGrG “ GrśiG ˜ˆGrśiG ÝÝÝÑś
im
Grś
iG
“śi GrG,
where we denote the diagonal embedding of the left column by i1∆ to distinguish it from
the right column. Let bpAib˜Aiq denote the complex on GrśiG ˜ˆGrśiG obtained in the
course of the convolution product for
ś
iG. We define the homomorphism as
m˚i1!∆pbpAib˜Aiqq “ m˚
!âpAib˜Aiq Ñ !âm˚pAib˜Aiq “ i!∆pź
i
mq˚ b pAib˜Aiqq
by the natural homomorphism [KS90, (2.6.24) or the dual of (2.6.22)].
See §5 for an application of the gluing construction.
3. Proof of commutativity
We denote GrG by Gr for brevity in this section. In this section we closely follow [MV07,
§5], [Gai01] and [BeiDr, §5.3].
3(i). Commutativity constraint. Let us give a definition of the commutativity con-
straint Θ.
Let us choose a smooth curve X. We define GrX the moduli space of triples px,P, ϕq of
a point x P X, a G-bundle P on X and its trivialization ϕ over Xztxu. We also have a
group scheme GX,O, the global analog of GO.
More generally, we introduce an ind-scheme GrXn as the moduli space of px1, . . . , xn,P, ϕq
of n ordered points in X, a G-bundle P on X and its trivialization ϕ over XzŤtxiu. We also
have GXn,O, which is the moduli space of px1, . . . , xn,P, κx1,...,xnq where px1, . . . , xnq P Xn,
P the trivial G-bundle on X, and κx1,...,xn is a trivialization of P on Xˆx1,...,xn .
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Then we define the convolution product of A, B P DGX,OpGrXq as before, using the
global version of the diagram (II.3.1):
(3.1) GrX ˆGrX pXÐÝÝÝ ČGrX ˆGrX qXÝÝÝÑ GrX ˜ˆGrX mXÝÝÝÑ GrX2 .
Here ČGrX ˆGrX is the moduli space of px1, x2,P1, ϕ1, κ,P2, ϕ2q, a pair of points px1, x2q P
X2, two G-bundles P1, P2 and their trivializations ϕi over Xztxiu together with a trivial-
ization κ of P1 on the formal neighborhood of x2. The twisted product GrX ˜ˆGrX is the
moduli space of px1, x2,P1, ϕ1,P, ηq as above, but η : P1|Xzx2 – P|Xzx2 instead of ϕ2 and
κ. The morphism qX is given by defining P as the gluing of P1|Xzx2 and P2|Xˆx2 by ϕ´12 ˝ κ
over pXzx2q X Xˆx2 “ Xˆx2zx2. (When X “ D, the formal disk, P and P2 are isomorphic.
Hence this construction was omitted before.) The definitions of morphisms pX , mX are as
before, and are omitted. (See [MV07, §5].) Note that pX is a GX,O-torsor by the action
changing κ. The second projection qX is also a GX,O-torsor by the action changing κ and
ϕ2 simultaneously.
The diagram (3.1) gives a GX2,O-equivariant object defined on GrX2 by AX ‹X BX def.“
mX˚pqX˚q´1pX˚pAX bBXq for AX , BX P DGX,OpGrXq.
We take X “ A1. We have GrX – X ˆ Gr thanks to a choice of a global coordinate
on A1. In particular, we have a projection τ : GrX Ñ Gr. For an object A P DGpGrq,
we can attach AX P DGX,OpGrXq by τ˚Ar1s. In fact, we can do more generally if we
use the AutpOq-bundle over X parametrizing all choices of local coordinates and consider
AutpOq-equivariant objects as in [BeiDr, Gai01].
Let ∆ denote the diagonal in X2 and U denote the complement X2z∆. The restrictions
of GrX2 to ∆ and U are isomorphic to GrX and pGrX ˆ GrXq|U respectively. In fact, the
restriction to ∆ is obvious. For a given px1, x2,P, ϕq with x1 ‰ x2, we define Pi by gluing
Pi|Xzxi “ pXzxiq ˆ G and Pi|Xzx3´i “ P|Xzx3´i by ϕ on Xztx1, x2u. Hence we have the
diagram
(3.2)
GrX
ιÝÝÝÑ GrX2 ÐÝÝÝ pGrX ˆGrXq|U§§đ §§đ §§đ
∆ ÝÝÝÑ X2 ÐÝÝÝ U.
We consider the nearby cycle functor
ψGrX2 : DpGX,OˆGX,Oq|U ppGrX ˆGrXq|Uq Ñ DGX,OpGrXq.
See [KS90, §8.6], where we change the source domain to objects defined on pGrXˆGrXq|U ,
and shift by ´1, following the convention in [Gai01].
Then an argument in [Gai01, Proposition 6] shows there is a natural isomorphism
(3.3) ψGrX2 ppAX bBXq|Uq – pA ‹BqX .
We have the isomorphism pAX bBXq|U – pBX bAXq|U exchanging the factors. Therefore
together with (3.3) it gives us an isomorphism A ‹B – B ‹A. This is the definition of the
commutativity constraint Θ used in Theorem 2.5.
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Let us briefly explain how (3.3) is constructed. For a later purpose, we give a slightly
different explanation from [Gai01].
By the definition of the nearby cycle functor, we have a natural homomorphism
(3.4) ps : ψGrX2 ppAX ‹X BXq|Uq Ñ ι!pAX ‹X BXqr1s.
It is the dual of the specialization homomorphism. See [KS90, (8.6.7)]. We restrict the
diagram (3.1) to the diagonal to see that
(3.5) pA ‹BqX – ι!pAX ‹X BXqr1s.
Therefore we need to check
Claim.
We have a natural isomorphism pAX ‹X BXq|U – pAX bBXq|U .(3.6a)
ps in (3.4) is an isomorphism.(3.6b)
Proof. Let us denote the restrictions of pX , qX , mX to inverse images of U by pU , qU , mU
respectively.
Over U , we have a natural commutative diagram
(3.7)
pGrX ˆGrXq|U ČGrX ˆGrX |UpUoo qU // GrX ˜ˆGrX |U mU– // GrX2 |U
pGrX ˆGrXq|U GX,O ˆX pGrX ˆGrXq|Uoo //
–
OO
pGrX ˆGrXq|U
–
OO
pGrX ˆGrXq|U
–
OO
where GrX ˆGrX Ñ X in the bottom middle term is through the projection X ˆX Ñ X
to the second factor. Here the second vertical isomorphism is given by regarding κ as a
trivialization of the trivial bundle over Xˆx2 via the trivialization ϕ1 : P1|Xˆx2
–ÝÑ Xˆx2 ˆ G.
The third vertical isomorphism is given by considering η as a trivialization of P. The lower
left arrow is given by forgetting GX,O. The lower right arrow is given by the action of GX,O
on the second factor of GrX ˆGrX . Since we are considering equivariant objects, we have
a canonical isomorphism pqU˚q´1pU˚ppAXbBXq|Uq – pAXbBXq|U . We now apply mU˚ and
observe that mU˚pqU˚q´1pU˚ppAX bBXq|Uq “ pAX ‹X BXq|U . Thus we have checked (a).
Let us turn to the assertion (b). The idea is to consider nearby cycle functors for four
spaces in (3.1).
Let us start with mX . Since nearby cycle functors commute with proper morphisms, we
have
ψGrX2 pmU˚pAXb˜BXq|Uq – m∆˚ψGrX ˜ˆGrX ppAXb˜BXq|Uq,
where m∆ is the restriction of m to ∆.
Next consider pX and qX . They are both smooth ([MV07, p.114]), and hence commute
with nearby cycle functors. Therefore
ψGrX ˜ˆGrX ppAXb˜BXq|Uq – pq˚∆q´1ψ ČGrXˆGrX pp˚UpAX bBXq|Uq
– pq˚∆q´1p˚∆ψGrXˆGrX ppAX bBXq|Uq,
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where p∆, q∆ are restrictions of pX , qX to ∆. Hence
ψGrX2 ppAX ‹X BXq|Uq – m∆˚pq˚∆q´1p˚∆ψGrXˆGrX ppAX bBXq|Uq.
Now GrX ˆGrX “ X ˆX ˆGrˆGr, hence ψGrXˆGrX ppAX bBXq|Uq is just pAbBqX .
More precisely, the isomorphism is given by the dual specialization homomorphism
ps: ψGrXˆGrX ppAX bBXq|Uq –ÝÑ ι!pAX bBXqr1s “ pAbBqX ,
thanks to vanishing of the vanishing cycle functor ϕGrXˆGrX pAX bBXq. Thus
ψGrX2 pAX ‹X BXq|Uq
m∆˚pq˚∆q´1p˚∆ psÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ– m∆˚pq
˚
∆q´1p˚∆ppAbBqXq.
Notice that the restriction of (3.1) to the diagonal is just the product of X and the diagram
(II.3.1). Therefore the right hand side is pA ‹ BqX . Now one can check that dual special-
ization homomorphisms commute with proper pushforward and smooth pull-backs so that
they are compatible with the commutation of nearby cycle functors. (See the argument
in the proof of Lemma 3.10 below.) Therefore m∆˚pq∆˚q´1p∆˚ ps is equal to ps over GrX2 .
Thus (b) is checked. 
3(ii). Factorization version of R. We define a global version of the variety of triples R
in this subsection.
Let us assume that we are given a smooth connected curve X, an algebraic group G and
a representation N of G and a finite set I. Consider a functor Schemes/C Ñ Sets which
sends a scheme S to the following data: 1) A map f : S Ñ XI . We shall think about f as
a collection of maps fi : S Ñ X for i P I and we denote by Γ the union of graphs of fi –
this is a closed subscheme of S ˆX.
2) A G-bundle P on S ˆX.
3) A trivilalization ϕ of P over S ˆX\Γ.
4) A section s of the associated bundle PN over the formal neighbourhood of Γ in SˆX
and a section s1 of the trivial N - bundle over the same formal neighbourhood which
are equal on the “formal punctured neighbourhod” (this makes sense because of 3). These
notions (formal neighbourhood, formal punctured neighbourhood) are explained in [KV04].
Now we claim that this functor is representable by an ind-scheme. Moreover, this ind-
scheme has a natural closed embedding into GrXI
XˆI
JN,XI where
a) GrXI is the factorization (a.k.a. Beilinson-Drinfeld) Grassmannian over X
I
b) JN,XI is the Kapranov-Vasserot factorization version of the N-jet space over XI .
Indeed it is enough to construct this closed embedding (as a closed subfunctor of an
ind-scheme is also an ind-scheme). But an S-point of GrXI ,G,BD is precisely the data of
1), 2), 3) and an S-point of JN,XI is the data of 1), 2) and s1 from 4). Since s is obviously
uniquely determined by all the data and since the existence of s is a closed condition on
the other data we get the above closed embedding.
Let us denote the above ind-scheme by RXI . Then obviously from 1) we get a morphism
piXI : RXI Ñ XI and it is clear that the restriction of RXI to the complement U of all the
diagonals in XI is naturally isomorphic to the similar restriction of pRp1qqI .
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On the other hand, assume that we are given a surjective morphism I Ñ J of finite
sets. Such a morphism defines a closed embedding XJ ãÑ XI (as a partial diagonal) and
it follows that the restriction of RXI to XJ is naturally isomorphic to RpJq.
Similarly, we can define a factorization version of the bundle T over Gr. By definition
an S-point of TXI is a quadruple pf,P, ϕ, sq as above (i.e. no s1).2 We claim again that this
functor is representable by an ind-scheme. For this it is enough to show that the morphism
TXI Ñ GrXI (which corresponds to forgetting s) is representable. This can be done by a
word-by-word repetition of the proof of the fact that the factorization version of the jet
scheme is representable by a scheme (cf. again Section 3 of [KV04]).
In what follows we shall only need the above spaces when I “ t1, 2u.
3(iii). Definition of another multiplication. We consider the space RX2 , its dualizing
complex ωRX2 and the pushforward pi˚ωRX2 . Its restriction to U is isomorphic to ppi˚ωRXb
pi˚ωRX q|U under  in (3.2). We consider two dual specialization homomorphisms
(3.8)
ψGrX2 ppi˚ωRX2 |Uq
ps // ι!pi˚ωRX2 r1s
ψGrX2 pppi˚ωRX ‹X pi˚ωRX q|Uq
ps
–
//
–
OO
ι!ppi˚ωRX ‹X pi˚ωRX qr1s
OO
where ι : GrX Ñ GrX2 is the inclusion, and the vertical arrow is given by pi˚ωRX2 |U –ppi˚ωRX bpi˚ωRX q|U – ppi˚ωRX ‹X pi˚ωRX q|U . (See (3.6a).) The lower homomorphism is an
isomorphism thanks to (3.6b). Note that pi˚ωRX is ppi˚ωRqXr1s. Therefore the right bottom
term is ppi˚ωR ‹ pi˚ωRqXr2s by (3.5). Note also ι!pi˚ωRX2 r1s “ pi˚ωRX r1s “ ppi˚ωRqXr2s.
Therefore we obtain a homomorphism
(3.9) mψ : A ‹AÑ A, A “ pi˚ωRr´2 dim NOs,
by specializing the dotted arrow at a point in X.
The degree shift should be checked by going back to finite dimensional approxima-
tion of R. We have shifts by dim NO/zd1NO and dim NO/zd2NO for two factors in
ψGrX2 pppi˚ωRX b pi˚ωRX q|Uq. Then we have a shift dim NO/zd1`d2NO for pi˚ωRX .
Now our goal is to check two properties:
(i) mψ “ m,
(ii) mψ is invariant under the exchange of factors of AX ‹AX . (More precisely, exchange
after going back to pAbAq|U .)
The property (ii) is clear as the diagram (3.2) is invariant under the exchange of two
factors of X2 “ X ˆX.
We will check (i) for N “ 0 in the next subsection. We have a difficulty to check (i)
directly for general N, so we will argue indirectly by reduction to the case N “ 0.
2Note that if we instead only choose s1 and do not choose s then the resulting functor is represented by
GrXI
XˆI
JN,XI .
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3(iv). The case N “ 0. We first consider the case N “ 0.
We consider the dual specialization homomorphism for ωGrX ˜ˆGrX :
ps1 : ψGrX ˜ˆGrX ppωGrX b ωGrX |Uq Ñ ι!1ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r1s “ ωXˆGr ˜ˆGrr1s
where ι1 : X ˆGr ˜ˆGr “ pGrX ˜ˆGrXq|∆ Ñ GrX ˜ˆGrX is the embedding from the definition
of the nearby cycle functor. Here we have used ωGrX ˜ˆGrX |U – pωGrX bωGrX |Uq from (3.7).
The following two assertions identify (3.9) with the pull-back of m under (3.3), hence we
obtain the property (i) for N “ 0.
Lemma 3.10. (1) ps is equal to the composition of m∆˚ ps1 and the natural morphism
m∆˚m!∆ “ m∆!m!∆ Ñ id.
(2) The homomorphism ps1 coincides with the homomorphism ωGrb˜ωGr Ñ ωGr ˜ˆGr con-
structed in (2.3), pull-backed by GrX ˜ˆGrX Ñ Gr ˜ˆGr. It is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1) Recall the definition of the nearby cycle functor and the dual specialization
morphism ([KS90, §8.6]). We have f : GrX2 Ñ X2 “ C2 Ñ C, where the second map is
px1, x2q ÞÑ x1´x2. We then consider p : C˜ˆ Ñ C, the composition of the universal covering
C˜ˆ Ñ Cˆ and the inclusion Cˆ Ñ C. We then pull back p by f to get p˜ : ĂGrˆX2 Ñ GrX2 .
Then
ψGrX2 ppωGrX b ωGrX q|Uq “ ι˚p˜˚p˜˚ωGrX2 r´1s – ι˚Hompf˚p!CC˜ˆ ,ωGrX2 r´1sq
and ps is defined from Ct0u Ñ p!CC˜ˆr2s.
Let us write the identification pGrX ˜ˆGrXq|U –ÝÑ GrX2 |U – pGrX ˆ GrXq|U explicitly as
mU , the restriction of mX to U . The commutativity of
ψGrX2 pmU˚ωpGrX ˜ˆGrXq|U q
psÝÝÝÑ ι!mX˚ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r1s
–
§§đ §§đ–
m∆˚ψGrX ˜ˆGrX pωpGrX ˜ˆGrXq|U q ÝÝÝÝÝÑm∆˚ ps1 m∆˚ι
!1ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r1s
is clear as both vertical arrows are given by base change and adjunction. This property
has been already used in the construction of the commutativity constraint above. Next
the commutativity of
ψGrX2 pmU˚ωpGrX ˜ˆGrXq|U q
psÝÝÝÑ ι!mX˚ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r1s
ψGr
X2
pmU !m!UÑidq
§§đ– §§đmX!m!XÑid
ψGrX2 ppωGrX b ωGrX q|Uq ÝÝÝÑps ι
!ωGrX2 r1s
is also clear from the definition. Therefore we get the assertion.
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(2) The following diagram is commutative:
q∆˚ψGrX ˜ˆGrX pωpGrX ˜ˆGrXq|U q
q˚∆ ps1ÝÝÝÑ q∆˚ι!1ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r1s
–
§§đ §§đ–
ψ ČGrXˆGrX pqU˚ωpGrX ˜ˆGrXq|U q ÝÝÝÑps2 ι!2qX˚ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r1s,
where ι2 : GK ˆ GrX Ñ ČGrX ˆGrX is the inclusion given by ČGrX ˆGrX |∆ – GK ˆ GrX ,
and ps2 is the dual specialization for ω ČGrXˆGrX “ qX˚ωGrX ˜ˆGrX . In fact, the left vertical
arrow is given by the composition of
q˚∆ψGrX ˜ˆGrX pωGrX ˜ˆGrX |Uq – q˚∆ι˚1Hompm˚Xf˚p!CC˜ˆ ,ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r´1sq
– ι˚2q˚XHompm˚Xf˚p!CC˜ˆ ,ωGrX ˜ˆGrX r´1sq
– ι˚2Hompq˚Xm˚Xf˚p!CC˜ˆ , q˚XωGrX ˜ˆGrX r´1sq – ψ ČGrXˆGrX pq˚UωGrX ˜ˆGrX |Uq
where we have used [KS90, Prop. 3.1.13] and q!X “ qX˚r2 dimGOs for the third isomorphism.
Now we apply Ct0u Ñ p!CC˜ˆr2s.
In the same way, we have another commutative diagram
ψ ČGrXˆGrX ppU˚ωpGrXˆGrXq|U q ps2ÝÝÝÑ ι!2pX˚ωGrXˆGrX r1s
–
§§đ §§đ–
p∆˚ψGrXˆGrX pωpGrXˆGrXq|U q ÝÝÝÝÑ
p˚∆ ps3
p∆˚ι
!3ωGrXˆGrX r1s,
where ι3 : XˆGrˆGr Ñ GrXˆGrX is the embedding given by GrXˆGrX |∆ – XˆGrˆGr.
Now the assertion is proved. Note p∆˚ ps3 is an isomorphism, hence so is ps1. 
Remark 3.11. We have a difficulty to generalize the argument in §3(iv) to N ‰ 0 since
we lack an R-version of GrX ˜ˆGrX , as a well-defined ind-scheme. This difficulty will be
overcome in §B written by Gus Lonergan.
3(v). Completion of the proof. Let zX2 : GrX2 Ñ TX2 be the factorization version of
the embedding z : Gr Ñ T discussed in §II.5(iv). It factors as zX2 “ i ˝ z˜X2 , where
z˜X2 : GrX2 Ñ RX2 , and i : RX2 Ñ TX2 is the embedding. Since TX2 Ñ GrX2 is a vector
bundle, we have z˚X2ωTX2 Ñ ωGrX2 r2 dim NOs, and also ωRX2 r´2 dim NOs Ñ z˜X2˚ωGrX2
by the pull-back with support. We apply pi˚ to obtain
z˚X2 : pi˚ωRX2 r´2 dim NOs Ñ ωGrX2 .
We now apply the nearby cycle functor ψGrX2 and the dual specialization homomorphisms:
ψGrX2 ppi˚pωRX2 r´2 dim NOsq|Uq
psÝÝÝÑ pi˚ωRX r´2 dim NO ` 1s
z˚
X2
§§đ §§đz˚
ψGrX2 pωGrX2 |Uq ÝÝÝÑps ωGrX r1s.
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This is a commutative diagram by the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.10. Removing
the unnecessary factor X, we get
(3.12)
A ‹A m
ψ
RÝÝÝÑ A
z˚‹z˚“z˚
X2
§§đ §§đz˚
ωGr ‹ ωGr ÝÝÝÑ
mψGr
ωGr,
where we put the superscript ψ to emphasize that the multiplication is defined via nearby
cycle functors. Since the restriction of z˚X2 to U is z
˚ b z˚, the left vertical arrow is equal
to z˚ ‹ z˚.
Let us view m, mψ as elements of Ext˚DGpGrqpA ‹A,Aq. It is a module over HG˚pptq. We
consider the restriction functor ResTO,GO from the GO-equivariant derived category to the
TO-equivariant one. Then we have
Ext˚DGpGrqpA ‹A,Aq Ñ Ext˚DT pGrqpResTO,GOpA ‹Aq,ResTO,GOpAqq,
and the latter is a module over HT˚ pptq “ Crts.
We have
(i)’ mψ and m are equal in Ext˚DT pGrqpResTO,GOpA ‹Aq,ResTO,GOpAqq bCrts Cptq. Hence
m is commutative up to an element which vanishes in Ext˚DT pGrqpResTO,GOpA ‹
Aq,ResTO,GOpAqq bCrts Cptq.
This statement recovers (i), as Ext˚DGpGrGqpA ‹A,Aq is the Weyl group invariant part of
Ext˚DT pGrGqpResTO,GOpA‹Aq,ResTO,GOpAqq, and Ext˚DT pGrGqpResTO,GOpA‹Aq,ResTO,GOpAqq
is a free Crts-module: More generally, for F ,G P DGpGrq, Ext˚DT pGrqpResTO,GOpFq,ResTO,GOpGqq
is a free Crts-module. Indeed, by devissage it reduces to the case of irreducible perverse
F ,G where it is well known, see e.g. [Gin91].
Let us suppress ResTO,GO hereafter.
Let us consider the commutative diagram (3.12). We have the corresponding diagram
for mR, the multiplication constructed in Proposition 2.1, where the lower arrow is mGr,
cf. Lemma II.5.11. We compose z˚ to get
Ext˚DGpGrqpA ‹A,Aq z
˚ÝÑ Ext˚DGpGrqpA ‹A,ωGrq.
The commutativity of the diagram and mGr “ mψGr (§3(iv)) imply that z˚mψR and z˚mR
are equal in Ext˚DGpGrqpA ‹A,ωGrq. Therefore it is enough to check that
Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹A,Aq bCrts Cptq z
˚ÝÑ Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹A,ωGrq bCrts Cptq
is an isomorphism. The argument is almost same as one in the proof of Lemma II.5.13.
By the definition of z˚, it factors through
Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹A, pi˚ωT r´2 dim NOsq bCrts Cptq.
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Since T Ñ Gr is a vector bundle of rank 2 dim NO, we have pi˚ωT r´2 dim NOs – ωGr.
Therefore it is enough to check that
Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹A,Aq bCrts Cptq
i˚ÝÑ Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹A, pi˚ωT q bCrts Cptq
given by the closed embedding i : R Ñ T is an isomorphism. Let j : T zR Ñ T be
the inclusion of the complement. We have the distinguished triangle i!i
!ωT Ñ ωT Ñ
j˚j˚ωT . From the associated long exact sequence, it is enough to show that Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹
A, pi˚j˚j˚ωT q bCrts Cptq vanishes. But Ext˚DT pGrqpA ‹A, pi˚j˚j˚ωT q “ Ext˚DT pT zRqpj˚pi˚pA ‹
Aq,ωT zRq is an equivariant cohomology group over T zR which does not contain T -fixed
points by Lemma II.5.1. Therefore it is torsion and vanishes once we take a tensor product
with Cptq.
4. Proof of Theorem 2.11
In this section we prove Theorem 2.11.3
During the proof, the Cˆ-action on the Coulomb branch will play an important role.
The Cˆ-action is given by the homological grading, shifted according to the convention in
Remark II.2.8(2). Then the monopole formula in Proposition II.2.7 is modified to
(4.1) Pmodt pRq “
ÿ
λ
t2∆pλqPGpt;λq.
As mentioned in Remark II.2.8(2), this modification is harmless as the difference dλ ´
2xρ, λy ´∆pλq depends only on connected components of R. Nevertheless we will see that
this convention is a correct choice.
4(i). Characters of global sections of line bundles on Kleinian surfaces. Recall
that SN is the hypersurface in A3 given by the equation zy “ wN . It is the categorical
quotient A2/ pZ/NZq where ζ P Z/NZ takes pu, vq P A2 to pζu, ζ´1vq. We consider the
following action of CˆˆCˆ on A2 : px, tq¨pu, vq “ pt´1x´1u, t´1xvq. This action descends to
SN . The action of the second Cˆ t ¨ pu, vq “ pt´1u, t´1vq is a restriction of an SUp2q-action
on A2 “ R4 rotating hyper-Ka¨hler structures. Hence it is natural in view of Remark II.2.8.
We are interested in characters of certain Cˆ ˆ Cˆ-equivariant sheaves on SN . The
tautological characters of CˆˆCˆ will be denoted by x and t. We denote by pi : rSN Ñ SN
the minimal resolution of SN . The action of CˆˆCˆ lifts to rSN . We recall the well known
facts about the Cˆ ˆ Cˆ-fixed points in rSN .
We will denote these points by p0, . . . , pN´1, so that the exceptional divisor E Ă rSN
consists of projective lines E1, . . . , EN´1, and Er contains pr´1, pr. The character of the
tangent space Tpr rSN is tN´2r´2x´N ` t2r´NxN . The Picard group Picp rSNq is canonically
identified with the weight lattice of SLpNq. Namely, rSN Ă T ˚B is the preimage of a
subregular (Slodowy) slice in the Springer resolution T ˚B Ñ N of the nilpotent cone for
SLpNq. For an SLpNq-weight λ the corresponding line bundle Lλ on rSN is the restriction
3The second named author thanks Roman Bezrukavnikov for his numerous explanations about the
Andersen-Jantzen sheaves on Kleinian surfaces and nilpotent cones.
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to rSN Ă T ˚B of the pullback to T ˚B of the line bundle Opλq on the flag variety B. The
line bundle Lωi corresponding to the fundamental weight ωi, 1 ď i ď N ´ 1, admits a
natural CˆˆCˆ-equivariant structure such that the character of its fiber at pr is tN´ixi´N
provided 0 ď r ď i´1, and tixi provided i ď r ď N ´1. This is defined so that Γp rSN ,Lωiq
is the space of semi-invariants CrA2sχi where χipζq “ ζ i. Under the above identification,
O rSN p´Erq is nothing but Lαr where αr is the r-th simple root of SLpNq.
We will write a dominant SLpNq-weight λ as a partition λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λN defined up
to simultaneous shift of all λi. In other words, λ “ řN´1i“1 pλi ´ λi`1qωi. Then Lλ admits a
natural Cˆ ˆ Cˆ-equivariant structure (as a tensor product of fundamental line bundles)
such that the character of its fiber at pr, 0 ď r ď N´1, is t
řN
i“1 |λi´λr`1|x
řN
i“1pλi´λr`1q. If λ is
not necessarily dominant, we get the character t
řr
i“1pλi´λr`1q`
řN
i“r`2pλr`1´λiqx
řN
i“1pλi´λr`1q.
Lemma 4.2. For dominant λ, the character of Γp rSN ,Lλq equalsÿ
mPZ
x
řN
i“1pλi´mqt
řN
i“1 |λi´m|p1` t2 ` t4 ` . . .q.
Proof. We compute the above expression as
x
řN
i“1 λi
1´ t2
˜ 8ÿ
m“λ1
x´Nmt´
řN
i“1pλi´mq `
λ1´1ÿ
m“λ2
x´Nmtλ1´m´
řN
i“2pλi´mq ` ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ `
λN´1ÿ
m“´8
x´Nmt
řN
i“1pλi´mq
¸
“ x
řN
i“1 λi
1´ t2
˜
x´Nλ1t´
ř
ią1pλi´λ1q
1´ x´N tN ´
x´Nλ1t´
ř
ią1pλi´λ1q
1´ x´N tN´2 `
x´Nλ2tλ1´λ2´
ř
ią2pλi´λ2q
1´ x´N tN´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ x
´NλN t
ř
iăN λi´λN
1´ x´N t´N
¯
.
We combine p2r ´ 1qth and p2rqth terms (1 ď r ď N) to get
x
ř
ipλi´λrqt
ř
iărpλi´λrq´
ř
iąrpλi´λrq
1´ t2
ˆ
1
1´ x´N tN´2r`2 ´
1
1´ x´N tN´2r
˙
“ x
ř
ipλi´λrqt
ř
iărpλi´λrq´
ř
iąrpλi´λrq
p1´ x´N tN´2r`2qp1´ xN t2r´Nq .
This is the contribution of pr´1 to the Lefschetz fixed point formula to the Euler charac-
teristic of Lλ. (The denominator is Λ´1Tp˚r´1 rSN , and the numerator is pLλqpr´1 .) Since λ
is dominant, higher cohomology vanishes. Hence this is the character of Γp rSN ,Lλq. 
4(ii). Pushforwards of line bundles on Kleinian surfaces. For dominant λ we denote
by Fλ the torsion free sheaf Rpi˚Lλ “ pi˚Lλ on SN . We also set λ¯ “ ω|λ| pmod Nq where
ω0 :“ 0.
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Lemma 4.3. For dominant weight λ let F be a CˆˆCˆ-equivariant torsion-free sheaf on
SN such that the character of ΓpSN ,Fq coincides with the character of ΓpSN ,Fλq. Then
(a) The restriction F |SN˝ is a line bundle, isomorphic to Fλ¯|SN˝ . Here SN˝ :“ SNzt0u.
(b) An isomorphism in (a) is defined uniquely up to multiplication by a scalar, even if
one forgets the Cˆ ˆ Cˆ-equivariance.
(c) The composition of isomorphisms F |SN˝ » Fλ¯|SN˝ » Fλ|SN˝ gives an isomorphism
F |SN˝ „ÝÑ Fλ|SN˝ which extends to an isomorphism F „ÝÑ Fλ.
Proof. An automorphism of a line bundle on SN˝ is given by multiplication by an invertible
function on SN˝ . Any invertible function on SN˝ is constant. Indeed, it lifts to A2zt0u where
all the invertible functions are constant. Hence uniqueness in (b).
A torsion free sheaf F is locally free on the complement of SN to finitely many points.
Due to the Cˆ ˆ Cˆ-equivariance, F is locally free on SN˝ . Let us denote by j : SN˝ ãÑ SN
the open embedding. Then F ãÑ j˚pF |SN˝ q. Since we know the character of ΓpSN ,Fq,
we conclude that F is generically of rank one, i.e. F |SN˝ is a line bundle. Now PicpSN˝q “
Z/NZ, and any line bundle on SN˝ is isomorphic to Fµ¯|SN˝ for µ¯ P t0, ω1, . . . , ωN´1u. ThusF ãÑ j˚pFµ¯|SN˝ q (if we disregard the CˆˆCˆ-equivariant structure). But any two CˆˆCˆ-
equivariant structures on the line bundle Fµ¯|SN˝ are isomorphic up to twist by a character χ
of CˆˆCˆ. So we have a CˆˆCˆ-equivariant embedding F bχ ãÑ j˚pFµ¯|SN˝ q. We claim
that µ¯ is congruent to λ modulo the root lattice, that is µ¯ “ ω|λ| pmod Nq “ λ¯. Indeed, we
take a sufficiently negative m in the formula of Lemma 4.2 for the character of ΓpSN ,Fq,
so that λi ´m ą 0 for any i. Then řipλi ´mq “ ´Nm `ři λi, and so |λ| pmod Nq is
determined from the character of ΓpSN ,Fq.
However, Fλ¯ „ÝÑ j˚pFλ¯|SN˝ q (see Lemma 4.6 below and restrict to a subregular sliceSN Ă N ). Thus we have F b χ ãÑ Fλ¯ Ðâ Fλ, and we have to check that the images of
F b χ and Fλ inside Fλ¯ coincide, and χ “ 1. But the character of (global sections of)
Fλ¯ is multiplicity free, and the characters of Fλ1 b χ1, Fλ2 b χ2 coincide if and only if
λ1 “ λ2, χ1 “ χ2, so the equality of characters of F and Fλ guarantees χ “ 1 and the
coincidence of the images of F and Fλ in Fλ¯. 
4(iii). Line bundles on Kleinian surfaces via homology groups of fibers. Recall the
setup of §2(iv) and §2(vi). We consider the quiver gauge theory of type A1 with dimV “
1, dimW “ N with G “ GLpV q “ Cˆ, G˜ “ GLpV q ˆ GLpW q/Z, GF “ PGLpW q “
PGLpNq, and varieties of triples R, R˜ for pG,Nq, pG˜,Nq and the corresponding complex
A on GrPGLpNq. See §2(iv). We are interested in its costalks at the points λ P GrPGLpNq
where λ “ pλ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λNq is a dominant coweight of PGLpNq. According to (2.16),
the costalk i!λA
for forms a module over the algebra i!0A
for. The algebra i!0A
for is nothing but
the Coulomb branch HGO˚ pRq » CrSN s where N “ HompW,V q by §II.4(iv). The costalk
i!λA
for is nothing but HGO˚ pR˜λq where R˜λ is the fiber of p˜i : R˜ Ñ GrGF “ GrPGLpNq over
λ P GrGF , see (2.6).
Lemma 4.4. The i!0A
for-module i!λA
for is torsion free.
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Proof. Both i!0A
for and i!λA
for are free HG˚pptq-modules. So if i!λAfor had torsion, then it
would still have torsion after the base change to HT˚ pptq and localization to the generic
point of HT˚ pptq. However, this is impossible since after this localization, i!λAfor becomes a
free (rank 1) i!0A
for-module by the Localization Theorem. 
Recall that HGO˚ pRq has an additional grading induced from pi0pGrGq “ pi1pGq “
pi1pCˆq – Z compatible with the convolution product (see §II.3(v)). We also have an addi-
tional grading onHGO˚ pR˜λq compatible with theHGO˚ pRq-module structure from pi0pGrG˜q “
pi1pG˜q in the same way. We choose pi0pGrG˜q Ñ Z so that the connected component of R˜λ
corresponding to the m-th component of GrG goes to
řN
i“1pλi ´mq. This is well-defined
as it is invariant under simultaneous shift of all λi and m.
Proposition 4.5. Under the identification i!0A
for “ HGO˚ pRq » CrSN s, the i!0Afor-module
i!λA
for “ HGO˚ pR˜λq is isomorphic to the CrSN s-module ΓpSN ,Fλq. More precisely,
(a) The localization of i!λA
for to SN˝ is a line bundle isomorphic to Fλ|SN˝ .
(b) An isomorphism in (a) is defined uniquely up to multiplication by a scalar.
(c) An isomorphism in (a) extends to an isomorphism i!λA
for „ÝÑ ΓpSN ,Fλq.
Proof. By the monopole formula of Proposition II.2.7 with the convention Remark II.2.8(2),
the Hilbert series of the bigraded module HGO˚ pR˜λq is
ř
mPZ x
řN
i“1pλi´mqt
řN
i“1 |λi´m|p1` t2`
t4`. . .q. By Lemma 4.4, HGO˚ pR˜λq is a torsion-free HGO˚ pRq-module. Comparing its Hilbert
series with the formula of Lemma 4.2 and applying the criterion of Lemma 4.3 we obtain
the desired result. 
Let us write down the isomorphism more concretely when λ is the n-th fundamental
coweight ωn.
Recall w, y, z are identified with elements in HGO˚ pRq as follows (see §II.4(iv)):
‚ w is the generator of HG˚pptq.‚ y is the fundamental class of the fiber pi´1p1q, where pi : RÑ GrG » Z.
‚ z is the fundamental class of the fiber pi´1p´1q.
The space Γp rSN ,Lωnq of sections of the line bundle corresponding to ωn is identified with
the space of semi-invariants CrA2sχn where χnpζq “ ζn. It has a linear basis
unzmwk, vN´nymwk pm, k P Zě0q,
where w “ uv, z “ uN , y “ vN .
Let us consider a coweight pm, 1, . . . , 1loomoon
n times
, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
N ´ n times
q (m P Z) of G˜, where the first m is
a coweight of G. Let rm denote the fundamental class of the corresponding fiber for the
projection R˜ Ñ GrG˜. Note that the pairing between the coweight above and weights of
HompW,V q are m ´ 1,. . . , m ´ 1 (n times) and m, . . . , m (N ´ n times). Thus we have
n negative terms if m “ 0, N ´ n positive terms if m “ 1, all negative or all positive
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otherwise. Therefore
yrm “
$’&’%
rm`1 if m ą 0,
wnrm`1 if m “ 0,
wNrm`1 if m ă 0,
zrm “
$’&’%
rm´1 if m ď 0,
wN´nrm´1 if m “ 1,
wNrm´1 if m ą 1,
by §II.4. (Note that we can replace G˜ by GLpV q ˆ T pW q/Z where T pW q Ă GLpW q is a
maximal torus of GLpW q as in §II.3(ix). Hence we can use computation in §II.4.) Now
we get an isomorphism i!ωnA
for –ÝÑ CrA2sχn of CrMCs “ Cry, z, ws/pyz “ wNq-modules by
setting
wkrm “
#
vN´nym´1wk if m ą 0,
unz´mwk if m ď 0.
4(iv). Andersen-Jantzen sheaves on a nilpotent cone. We denote by N the nilpotent
cone of slN . We denote by B the flag variety of slN , and by T ˚B its cotangent bundle.
We denote by pi : T ˚B Ñ N the Springer resolution. We denote by j : Oreg ãÑ N the
embedding of the regular nilpotent orbit. For a dominant weight λ “ pλ1 ě . . . ě λNq we
denote by Opλq the line bundle on T ˚B obtained by the pullback of the corresponding line
bundle on B. It is known that Jλ :“ pi˚Opλq “ Rpi˚Opλq is a torsion-free sheaf on N (an
Andersen-Jantzen sheaf, see e.g. [BK05, Theorem 5.2.1]).
Lemma 4.6. For λ¯ P t0, ω1, . . . , ωN´1u we have Jλ¯ “ j˚pJλ¯|Oregq.
Proof. We have to check that Jλ¯ is Cohen-Macaulay. It follows from the fact that its
Grothendieck-Serre dual Rpi˚pOp´λ¯qq has no higher cohomology by [BK05, Theorem 5.2.1].

Recall that according to [Lus81], N is isomorphic to the transversal slice WNω10 in the
affine Grassmannian GrGLpNq. Recall the factorization morphism Π :“ piNω˚1 ˝ sNω1µ : N “
WNω10 Ñ ANω˚1 of Lemma Q.2.7 (it is also called the Gelfand-Tsetlin integrable system).
Lemma 4.7. The morphism Π ˝ pi : T ˚B Ñ ANω˚1 is flat.
Proof. It suffices to prove that all the fibers of Π ˝pi have the same dimension NpN ´1q/2.
We recall the proof of Lemma Q.2.7. There the dimension estimate on the fibers of Π
followed from the semismallness of the convolution morphism q. Under the identification
N “WNω10 , the Springer resolution pi : T ˚B Ñ N corresponds to the iterated convolution
morphism m : Grω1GLpNq rˆ . . . rˆGrω1GLpNq Ñ GrGLpNq restricted to the slice WNω10 Ă GrGLpNq.
Now the convolution morphism m is semismall, and moreover, its composition with q is
semismall as well, so the proof of Lemma Q.2.7 goes through in the present situation as
well. 
4(v). Andersen-Jantzen sheaves via homology groups of fibers. We change the
setup of §4(iii) to that of §2(v). According to (2.16), the costalk i!λAfor forms a module
over the algebra i!0A
for. The algebra i!0A
for is nothing but the Coulomb branch HGO˚ pRq »
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CrN s. The costalk i!λAfor is nothing but HGO˚ pR˜λq where p˜i : R˜ Ñ GrGF “ GrPGLpNq and
R˜λ “ p˜i´1pλq, see (2.6).
We have the Lbal “ PGLpNq-action on the Coulomb branch HGO˚ pRq by Proposition A.3
and example A.6. By example A.5 it coincides with the standard action on N .
Theorem 4.8. Under the identification i!0A
for “ HGO˚ pRq » CrN s, the i!0Afor-module
i!λA
for “ HGO˚ pR˜λq is isomorphic to the CrN s-module ΓpN ,Jλq.
Proof. The CrN s-module i!λAfor is torsion free generically of rank 1, see Lemma 4.4. By
Proposition A.3 and example A.6, we have an action of L˜bal “ SLpNq on i!λAfor. The i!0Afor-
module i!λA
for is SLpNq-equivariant (under the natural projection SLpNq Ñ PGLpNq).
Hence, the restriction of the associated coherent sheaf pi!λAforqloc to Oreg Ă N is a line
bundle. Now PicpOregq “ Z/NZ, and any line bundle on Oreg is isomorphic to Jµ¯|Oreg
for µ¯ P t0, ω1, . . . , ωN´1u. Thus we obtain an embedding i!λAfor ãÑ ΓpN , j˚pJµ¯|Oregqq “
ΓpN ,Jµ¯q. We claim that µ¯ “ ω|λ| pmod Nq “ λ¯. Indeed, SLpNq-module i!λAfor has the same
central character as V λ¯.
Thus we obtain an embedding i!λA
for ãÑ ΓpN ,Jλ¯q. Similarly, we have an embedding
ΓpN ,Jλq ãÑ ΓpN ,Jλ¯q. In other words, denoting i!λAfor|Oreg the restriction of pi!λAforqloc
to Oreg, we obtain an isomorphism of line bundles i!λAfor|Oreg » Jλ|Oreg . Note that this
isomorphism is defined uniquely up to a scalar multiplication since the automorphism
group of any line bundle on Oreg is ΓpOreg,Oˆq “ Cˆ. Indeed, an invertible function on
Oreg extends to a regular function on N due to normality of N . This extended function
is still invertible since otherwise its zero divisor would intersect Oreg. Its lift to T ˚B is
invertible and hence constant on each fiber of T ˚B Ñ B. So it is lifted from B and hence
constant.
We will show that the above isomorphism extends to N . To this end we use the factoriza-
tion morphism Π : N Ñ ANω˚1 “ tpV q/W as in Theorem II.5.26 and Remark II.5.27, where
tpV q is a Cartan subalgebra of g “ glpV q, and W is the Weyl group of pglpV q, tpV qq. The
condition Π˚Jλ “ Π˚pi˚Opλq „ÝÑ j˚Π˚pi˚Opλq|T˚B‚ “ j˚Π˚Jλ|N ‚ of Remark II.5.27 is sat-
isfied since the complement of T ˚B‚ in T ˚B is of codimension 2 by Lemma 4.7. So it suffices
to check the regularity of our rational isomorphism after the base change tpV q Ñ tpV q/W
and localizations at general points of the root hyperplanes. Moreover, since we already
know that our isomorphism is regular at Oreg, it remains to check the regularity at the
localizations at general points of the coordinate hyperplanes w1,r “ 0, r “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1,
cf. the proof of Theorem Q.3.10. By an application of the Localization Theorem, just as
in loc. cit., the comparison reduces to Proposition 4.5. Namely, let t be a general point
of the hyperplane w1,r “ 0, and let x be a point of the subregular nilpotent orbit above
t. Then there is a slice SN Ă N through x such that the isomorphism of Jλ|Oreg and
i!λA
for|Oreg restricted to SN extends to the localization pSNqt (by Proposition 4.5). Due to
the SLpNq-equivariance, the pullback of the above isomorphism to SLpNq ˆ SN˝ actÝÑ Oreg
extends to pSLpNq ˆ SNqt. By the faithfully flat descent, the above isomorphism extends
to Nt, and hence to the whole of N . 
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4(vi). Modified homological grading. Let us write down the modified monopole for-
mula (4.1) in our case explicitly. (This appeared first in [CHMZ14a, (3.9)].) It is
(4.9) Pmodt pi!λAforq “
ÿ
~λ
t2∆p~λqPGLpV qpt, ~λq
(the sum over the dominant coweights ~λ “ pλ1, . . . , λN´1q of GLpN ´ 1q ˆ . . . ˆ GLp1q),
where
2∆pλ, λ1, . . . , λN´1q :“
N´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
i,i1
|λj´1i ´ λji1 | ´ 2
N´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
iăi1
|λji ´ λji1 |,
and we set for convenience λ0 :“ λ. We also set npλq “ řNi“1pi´1qλi. Then dim GrλPGLpNq “
x2ρ_PGLpNq, λy “ pN ´ 1q|λ| ´ 2npλq.
Lemma 4.10. i!λA
for lives in (modified) degrees ě dim GrλPGLpNq, and its component of this
degree has the same dimension as the irreducible SLpNq-module V λ.
Proof. We have to compute
t2npλq´pN´1q|λ|
ÿ
~λ
t2∆p~λqPGLpV qpt, ~λq|t“0 “ t2npλq´pN´1q|λ|
ÿ
~λ
t2∆p~λq|t“0.
One checks that this is the sum of 1’s over the set of pN ´ 1q-tuples ~λ which interlace, i.e.
λji ě λj`1i ě λji`1, 0 ď j ď N ´ 2, 1 ď i ď N ´ j ´ 1 (recall that λ0 “ λ).4 In other words,
this is the cardinality of the set of Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns of shape λ, that is dimV λ. 
Remark 4.11. Characters of ΓpN ,Jλq are given by Hall-Littlewood polynomials by compu-
tation of Euler characteristic [Hes80, Bry89] and the vanishing theorem [Bro93]. Therefore
(4.9) gives a combinatorial expression of Hall-Littlewood polynomials. We asked several
people (including mathoverflow [Nak17]) whether it is known or not. But we could not
find earlier appearance. In view of the argument in the special case t “ 0 in Lemma 4.10,
there should be a purely combinatorial proof.
4(vii). Modified grading of Andersen-Jantzen modules. We have the dilatation ac-
tion of Cˆ on T ˚B and the natural Cˆ-equivariant structure on Opλq; hence a grading on
ΓpT ˚B,Opλqq “ ΓpN ,Jλq starting in degree 0 with ΓpB,Opλqq “ pV λq_. We modify the
grading by doubling all the degrees and shifting it by pN ´ 1q|λ| ´ 2npλq. From now on we
consider ΓpN ,Jλq with this modified grading only.
Theorem 4.12. The isomorphism of CrN s-modules i!λAfor » ΓpN ,Jλq of Theorem 4.8 is
a graded isomorphism.
Proof. For λ “ 0 the claim is nothing but Remark Q.3.13. Clearly, ΓpN ,Jλq is a graded
SLpNq˙CrN s-module; i!λAfor is also a graded SLpNq˙CrN s-module by construction of §A
(see example A.6). Both embeddings i!λA
for ãÑ ΓpN ,Jλ¯q and ΓpN ,Jλq ãÑ ΓpN ,Jλ¯q are
compatible with the gradings up to a shift since the structure of a SLpNq-equivariant line
4We learned this observation in [Gor17].
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bundle on Jλ¯|Oreg extends to a SLpNq ˆCˆ-equivariant structure uniquely up to tensoring
with a character of Cˆ. The above shifts match because both the grading of i!λAfor and
the grading of ΓpN ,Jλq start in the same degree pN ´ 1q|λ| ´ 2npλq. 
4(viii). The regular sheaf. By Lemma 4.10, A P pDě0PGLpNqpGrPGLpNqq, and pH0pAq »À
λpV λq_ b ICpGrλPGLpNqq “: AR.
Theorem 4.13. The natural morphism σ : AR “ pH0pAq Ñ A is an isomorphism of ring
objects.
Proof. First we prove that σ is an isomorphism disregarding the ring structure. We have to
check τą0A “ Conepσq “ 0. Note that all the costalks of ICpGrλPGLpNqq live in the degrees
of the same parity as |λ|, see [Lus83]. We will call this phenomenon parity vanishing.
The parity vanishing for A also holds true (on a given connected component of GrPGLpNq,
all the costalks of Afor live in the same parity as all the costalks of any IC sheaf on this
component, see (4.9)). This implies that pHoddpAq “ 0, and hence pHoddpτą0Aq “ 0.
Now the Hilbert series of i!λA
for and i!λAR coincide by Theorem 4.12 and the comparison
of [Bry89] and [Lus83]. Hence if σ were not an isomorphism, its costalk σλ would have
both kernel and cokernel for some λ. Thus, Conepσq would have a costalk of wrong parity
at λ. This would contradict the parity vanishing for τą0A “ Conepσq. We conclude that
σ is an isomorphism.
Now we compare the ring structures. Since both A and AR are perverse, it suffices to
check that the fiber functor H‚pσq induces an isomorphism of the rings H‚pGrPGLpNq,ARq
and H‚pGrPGLpNq,Aforq. It is enough to check the assertion for GLpNq instead of PGLpNq,
as GrGLpNq is the union of copies of GrPGLpNq. We have H‚pGrGLpNq,ARq » CrGLpNqs
by geometric Satake equivalence. On the other hand, the cohomology H‚pGrGLpNq,Aforq
is the quotient of the equivariant cohomology H‚GLpNqpGrGLpNq,Aq modulo the augmen-
tation ideal of H‚GLpNqpptq. And H‚GLpNqpGrGLpNq,Aq “ HpGLpV qˆGLpW qqO˚ pRGLpV qˆGLpW q,Nq
where pGLpV qˆGLpW q,Nq is the quiver gauge theory obtained from pGLpV q,Nq by turn-
ing GLpW q to a gauge group. By Theorem Q.3.1, HpGLpV qˆGLpW qqO˚ pRGLpV qˆGLpW q,Nq »
CrZ˚αPGLpN`1qs where α “ Nα1`pN ´1qα2` . . .`αN . By [BP08, Theorem 1], Z˚αPGLpN`1q »
GLpW q ˆ W , and its projection to SpecH‚GLpNqpptq is nothing but the projection of
GLpW q ˆ W to W . Hence the zero fiber of this projection is isomorphic to GLpW q “
GLpNq. 
5. Mirrors of Sicilian theories
In the first half of this section, we study examples of Coulomb branches MC of star
shaped quiver gauge theories as in Figure 1. As explained at the end of Introduction, they
are conjectural Higgs branches of Sicilian theories.
Let us briefly review [MT12] on expected properties of Higgs branches of Sicilian theories.
It is conjectured that there exists a functor from the category of 2-bordisms to a category HS
of holomorphic symplectic varieties with Hamiltonian group actions. For the latter, objects
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are complex algebraic semisimple groups. A homomorphism from G to G1 is a holomorphic
symplectic variety X with a Cˆ-action scaling the symplectic form with weight 2 together
with hamiltonian G ˆ G1 action commuting with the Cˆ-action. For X P HompG1, Gq,
Y P HompG,G2q, their composition Y ˝ X P HompG1, G2q is given by the symplectic
reduction of Y ˆX by the diagonal G-action. The identity P HompG,Gq is the cotangent
bundle T ˚G with the left and right multiplication of G.
Let us fix a complex semisimple group G. Physicists associate a 3d Sicilian theory to G
and a Riemann surface with boundary, and consider its Higgs branch. It depends only on
the topology of the Riemann surface, and gives a functor as above. We associate S1 with
G, and a cylinder with T ˚G. Since T ˚G is the identity in HS, it is one of requirements.
Physical argument shows that the variety associated with a disk is G ˆ S, where S is
the Kostant slice to the regular nilpotent orbit.
Let W ” WG be the variety associated with S2 three disks removed. This is a funda-
mental piece as other varieties are obtained by reductions of products of its copies. It has
an action of S3 ¸G3. It is expected that
‚ W “ C2 b C2 b C2 if G “ SLp2q.
‚ W is the minimal nilpotent orbit of E6 if G “ SLp3q.
For other groups, W is unknown.
Recently Ginzburg and Kazhdan [GK] construct a functor, and check most of properties,
in particular show that the gluing of Riemann surfaces corresponds to the hamiltonian
reduction with respect to the diagonal action. Via a result of [Bap15] their symplectic
variety associated with S2 minus b disks is defined as
W b
def.“ SpecH˚GOpGrG, i!∆pbbk“1pARqkqq,
where pARqk is a copy of the regular sheaf on GrG. Here the complex symplectic group
taken as the object of the target category is G_, the Langlands dual group. (E.g., b “ 2
gives T ˚G_.)
By Theorem 2.11 together with §2(viii) we immediately get the following:
Theorem 5.1. The symplectic variety W b of Ginzburg-Kazhdan for G_ “ SLpNq is iso-
morphic to the Coulomb branch of the star shaped quiver gauge theory in Figure 1 with b
legs instead of 3.
More precisely, as we divide GLpV q ˆGLpW q by Cˆ in §2(v), we also divide GLpV q for
the star shaped quiver gauge theory also by the diagonal central subgroup Z – Cˆ. If we
replace the central GLpNq by SLpNq instead of taking the quotient by Z, we get W for
G_ “ PGLpNq.5
We could consider the Coulomb branch for more general quiver gauge theory asso-
ciated with a Riemann surface with boundary as in [Nak16, 3(iii) Figure 5] (namely
we have b legs, as well as g loops at the central vertex), which is the Higgs branch
of a 3d Sicilian theory, obtained by compactifying 6d N “ p2, 0q theory of type A by
5We thank Yuji Tachikawa for an explanation of this procedure.
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S1 ˆ ppunctured Riemann surfaceq. Ginzburg-Kazdhan construction is also generalized.
See §5(x). We conjecture that Theorem 5.1 is generalized.
Conjecture 5.2. Let W g,b
def.“ SpecHG˚OpGrG,Abb!Bgq as in §5(x) for G_ “ SLpNq. It is
isomorphic to the Coulomb branch of the gauge theory associated with the quiver [Nak16,
3(iii) Figure 5].
By §2(viii) it is enough to show that the complex B “ Bg“1 introduced in §5(x) is isomor-
phic to the object A “ pi˚ωRr´2 dim NOs associated with pG,Nq “ pPGLpNq, pglpNqq.
We conjecture that this is true for general G and its adjoint representation N “ g. Note
that we prove that SpecHG˚OpGrG,Bq “ pT_ ˆ tq/W (using Losev’s result in §5(xiii)),
which coincides with the Coulomb branch for the adjoint representation. (See §II.3(x)(b).)
The remainder of this section is as follows. In the first five subsections, we study examples
of MC , in particular check two cases SLp2q, SLp3q above. These are basically applications
of [Quiver] and §A, and we will not use the sheaf A. In the subsequent five subsections,
we show the gluing property and also W b“2 “ T ˚G_. They were shown in [GK], but we
give proofs for completeness. They are direct consequences of [BF08]. In §§5(xi), 5(xii) we
explain similarities between the gluing property and hamiltonian reduction.
Let us use the following notation as in [Quiver]. Let Q be a quiver with sets I, Ω
of vertices and arrows respectively. We take an I-graded vector space V “ ÀVi with
dimension vector α “ pdimViqiPI . We set GLpV q “śGLpViq, N ” Nα “ÀHompVi, Vjq,
where the sum is over the arrows i
hÝÑ j P Ω. We also take the diagonal central subgroup
Z “ Cˆ Ă GLpV q and set PGLpV q “ GLpV q/Z. We consider R ” RPGLpV q,N and
MC “ SpecpHPGLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nqq.
Remark 5.3. Consider the regular sheaf AR on GrG. In type A, it arises as the ring object
associated with a quiver gauge theory by Theorem 2.11. Using Sp/SO quiver as in [Nak16,
App.A.2], we can conjecture that AR for classical groups is constructed in a similar way,
once we can generalize our definition to the case when M is not necessarily of cotangent
type. For exceptional groups, we do not expect that AR appears in this way, as argued
in [Nak16, §3(i)]. Nevertheless it is expected that AR arises from the 3d N “ 4 quantum
field theory T pGq, which was introduced in Gaiotto-Witten [GW09]. This theory is not a
usual gauge theory nor a lagrangian theory for an exceptional group, hence is difficult to
understand from a mathematical point of view. But it has a G ˆ G_-symmetry, and its
Higgs/Coulomb branches are nilpotent cones N and N_ of G and G_ respectively. The
Sicilian theory SG_pg, bq associated with b punctured genus g Riemann surface C considered
above is constructed from T pGq by ‘gauging’ quantum field theories up to 3d mirror:
(5.4) SG_pg, bq 3d mirrorÐÑ T rGsb ˆ Hyppg‘ g˚qg // Gdiag,
where we use the notation // for the gauging in [Tac]. (See also [Tac17].) This observation
was given in [BTX10]. Note that we ignore the parameter τ in [Tac, §2.6]. The deformation
parameter, which corresponds to the complex structure of C, is not relevant to Higgs
branches as complex symplectic varieties. Hence we can safely write SG_pg, bq instead of
SG_pCq, and understand that the Higgs branch of SG_pg, bq is the Coulomb branch of the
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right hand side. A similarity between (5.4) and the definition W g,b “ SpecHG˚OpGrG,Abb!
Bgq is clear. We identify T rGs with A, Hyppg ‘ g˚q with B, and //Gdiag with taking
HG˚OpGrG, ‚q after the !-restriction to the diagonal subgroup. See §5(xi) for a further
discussion. We thank Davide Gaiotto and Yuji Tachikawa for this remark.
5(i). Cylinder. Consider the two legs star shaped quiver gauge theory instead of three legs
in Figure 1. It is a quiver gauge theory of type A2N´1 with dimV “ p1, 2, . . . , N´1, N,N´
1, . . . , 2, 1q. We first consider the Coulomb branch for GLpV q. By §Q.3(i), MCpGLpV q,Nq
is the moduli space Z˚αPGLp2Nq of based maps from P1 to a flag variety of type A2N´1 with
degree α “ dimV . By [BP08, Th. 7.2], it is isomorphic to T ˚ GLpNq.
Note that α “ 2ωN . By Remark Q.3.12, we have an isomorphism Z˚αPGLp2Nq „ÝÑ SαXWα0
and the natural action of StabPGLp2Nqpαq “ PGLpN,Nq :“ GLpNqˆGLpNq/Cˆ on Z˚αSLp2Nq,
where Cˆ is the diagonal central subgroup of GLpNq ˆ GLpNq. It coincides with the
natural action of GLpNq ˆ GLpNq on T ˚ GLpNq through the quotient homomorphism
GLpNq ˆGLpNq PGLpN,Nq. By example A.5 this action coincides with the one given
in §A. More precisely the PGLpN,Nq action on Wα0 coincides with the one given in §A, and
the embedding Sα XWα0 Ñ Wα0 is equivariant for both actions, as it is given by Remark
Q.3.11 as Coulomb branches.
By Remark Q.3.5 H
GLpV qO˚ pRGLpV q,Nq HGLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nq is nothing but the restric-
tion to the level set F´1α p1q, where Fα is the boundary function (see §Q.2(i)). In this
particular case, we have Fα “ c det for c P Cˆ: all the invertible regular function on Z˚α are
of the form cF kα , k P Z, c P Cˆ [BDF16, Lemma 5.4]. Now by degree reasons, det “ cFα.
Therefore H
GLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nqq – glpNq ˆ SLpNq. Moreover, HPGLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nqq Ñ
H
GLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nqq is nothing but the projection glpNqˆSLpNq Ñ Lie PGLpNqˆSLpNq.
Identifying Lie PGLpNq with slpNq˚ via the Killing form, we get MCpPGLpV q,Nq –
T ˚ SLpNq. This is the symplectic variety associated with a cylinder as expected.
Let us check how the action in §A is affected by the replacement GLpV q Ñ PGLpV q.
The semisimple Lie algebra lbalss remains the same: the variety RPGLpV q,N is obtained from
RGLpV q,N by identifying isomorphic connected components. Therefore the construction
of Appendix Q.B applies. On the other hand pi1pGLpV qq – ÀiPQ0 Zαi is replaced by
pi1pPGLpV qq – pi1pGLpV qq/ZpřiPQ0 dimVi αiq. The root datum is Rbal Ă pi1pPGLpV qq,
Rbal_ Ă pi1pPGLpV qq_. Thus PGLpN,Nq is replaced by its subgroup PGLpN,Nq1 def.“
trg1, g2s | det g1 “ det g2u. We have SLpNq ˆ SLpNq  PGLpN,Nq1 with kernel Z/NZ,
the diagonal central subgroup. The standard action on T ˚ SLpNq coincides with the one
given in §A.
On the other hand, if we replace the central GLpNq by SLpNq, the corresponding
Coulomb branch is the hamiltonian reduction of T ˚ GLpNq with respect to the Cˆ-action
corresponding to pi1pGLpNqq – Z. (See Proposition II.3.18.) In this case Cˆ-action is the
scalar multiplication on T ˚ GLpNq (Remark Q.3.2), hence the reduction is T ˚ PGLpNq as
expected.
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5(ii). Disk. The variety for the disk is calculated as for the cylinder. We consider a quiver
gauge theory of type A with dimV “ p1, 2, . . . , Nq. As we remarked in the proof of
Theorem 4.13, the Coulomb branch is Z˚αPGLpN`1q » GLpNq ˆ CN , where CN is identified
with the Kostant slice for GLpNq, and α “ pN ` 1qωN . By Remark Q.3.12, we have an
isomorphism Z˚αPGLpN`1q
„ÝÑ SαXWα0 and the natural action of StabPGLpN`1qpαq “ GLpNq
on Z˚αPGLpN`1q coinciding with the natural action of GLpNq on GLpNq ˆCN (trivial on CN
and by left shifts on GLpNq). By example A.5 this action coincides with the one given
in §A.
The modification to cases SLpNq, PGLpNq are similar to the above.
5(iii). S2 with three punctures for SLp2q. We next consider the Higgs branch of the
Sicilian theory of type SLp2q associated with S2 with three punctures. The mirror quiver
gauge theory is of type D4.
We consider the D4 quiver with the central vertex 1 and other vertices 2, 3, 4. We orient
the edges from the central vertex. We take V1 “ C2, V2 “ V3 “ V4 “ C. The diagonal
central subgroup Z “ Cˆ Ă GLpV q acts trivially on N “À4i“2 HompV1, Viq, so the action
of GLpV q factors through PGLpV q :“ GLpV q/Z. We will prove MCpPGLpV q,Nq » A8.
According to Theorem Q.3.1, MCpGLpV q,Nq » Z˚α, the moduli space of degree α based
maps from P1 to the flag variety B of the simply connected group G “ Spinp8q of type D4.
Here α “ 2α1 ` α2 ` α3 ` α4 is the highest coroot. Note that α “ ω1 is a fundamental
coweight. We also consider the transversal slice sα0 : WαG,0 Ñ Zα (see §Q.2(ii); note that
´w0 “ Id for our G). It is the moduli space of the data pPtriv σÝÑ Pq where Ptriv is the
trivialized G-bundle on P1, and σ is an isomorphism on P1zt0u with a trivial G-bundle P
possessing a degree α pole at 0 P P1. We consider an open subset U ĂWαG,0 formed by the
data pPtriv σÝÑ Pq such that the transformation of the (unique) degree 0 complete flag in
P with value B´ at 8 P P1 viewed as a generalized B-structure in Ptriv acquires no defect
at 0 P P1. We have sα0 : U „ÝÑ Z˚α. We also have another open subset U 1 Ă WαG,0 formed
by the data pPtriv σÝÑ Pq such that the transformation of the (unique) degree 0 complete
flag in Ptriv with value B´ at 8 P P1 viewed as a generalized B-structure in P acquires
no defect at 0 P P1. This open subset U 1 is nothing but the intersection of WαG,0 with
the semiinfinite orbit T´α Ă GrG. Since the trivialization of P at 8 P P1 (arising from σ)
uniquely extends to the trivialization of P over the whole of P1, we obtain an involution
ι : WαG,0 „ÝÑ WαG,0 reversing the roles of P and Ptriv and replacing σ by σ´1. We have
ι : U
„ÝÑ U 1. Thus we obtain an isomorphism sα0 ˝ ι : U 1 „ÝÑ Z˚α.
Since α is the highest coroot, WαG,0 is isomorphic to the minimal nilpotent orbit closure
Nmin “ 0 \ Omin Ă g, see [BeiDr, 4.5.12, page 182] or [MOV05, Lemma 2.10] for a
published account. The projectivization of Nmin is the partial flag variety Bα “ G/P234:
the quotient with respect to a submaximal parabolic subgroup. Thus we have a Cˆ-bundle
p : Omin Ñ Bα. The big Bruhat cell (the open B´-orbit) C Ă Bα is the free orbit of the
unipotent radical U´234 of P
´
234. Via the exponential map, U
´
234 » u´234, the nilpotent radical
of the Lie algebra of P´234. For the Levi subgroup L234 Ă P´234 we have rL234, L234s » SLp2q2ˆ
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SLp2q3ˆSLp2q4, and u´234 as a rL234, L234s-module is isomorphic to C22bC23bC24‘C12bC13bC14.
Note that the center ZpSLp2q2ˆSLp2q3ˆSLp2q4q “ pZ/2Zq3 has a natural projection onto
Z/2Z (the sum of coordinates). The kernel K of this projection, as a subgroup of Spinp8q,
coincides with the center ZpSpinp8qq. The action of SLp2q2ˆSLp2q3ˆSLp2q4 on u´234 factors
through the action of L234 :“ pSLp2q2 ˆ SLp2q3 ˆ SLp2q4q/K.
Finally, we have U 1 “ p´1pCq. Thus we obtain a projection (a Cˆ-bundle) p ˝ psα0 ˝
ιq´1 : Z˚α Ñ C. This action of Cˆ is nothing but the composition of the natural T -action
(Cartan torus T “ B X B´) with the cocharacter α1 : Cˆ Ñ T . The boundary equation
Fα : Z˚
α Ñ Cˆ has weight 1 with respect to Cˆ α1ÝÑ T [BF14, Proposition 4.4]. It follows
that pp˝psα0 ˝ιq´1, Fαq : Z˚α „ÝÑ CˆCˆ. The action of L234 on Z˚α “ CˆCˆ is via the above
action on C. Note that L234 is nothing but rLbal, Lbals Ă PSOp8q of §A, and the action of
L234 on MCpGLpV q,Nq coincides with the action constructed in §A by example A.5.
Now the surjection
CrZ˚αs “ CrMCpGLpV q,Nqs “ HGLpV qO˚ pRGLpV q,Nq HGLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nq
is nothing but the restriction to the level set F´1α p1q (see Remark Q.3.5), hence
SpecH
GLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nq » C. Furthermore, the embedding
CrMCpPGLpV q,Nqs “ HPGLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nq ãÑ HGLpV qO˚ pRPGLpV q,Nq “ CrF´1α p1qs
is nothing but the embedding of the ring of functions invariant with respect to the trans-
lations action of Ga on Z˚α. Here we view Ga as a subgroup of automorphisms of P1
preserving 8 P P1; its action on Z˚α preserves the boundary equation Fα and its level set
F´1α p1q. In terms of the identification F´1α p1q » C » u´234 » C22 b C23 b C24 ‘ C, the action
of Ga is nothing but the action of the last summand C, and hence MCpPGLpV q,Nq “
F´1α p1q/Ga » C22 b C23 b C24.
The above action of L234 “ rLbal, Lbals onMCpGLpV q,Nq induces its action onMCpPGLpV q,Nq.
One can also see that L234 is the reductive group corresponding to the root datum R
bal Ă
pi1pPGLpV qq, Rbal_ Ă pi1pPGLpV qq_ via pi1pGLpV qq pi1pPGLpV qq as in §5(i).
Remark 5.5. Let us give another argument, which the third named author was taught by
Amihay Hanany.
Let us consider functions E
p1q
1 , F
p1q
1 for the middle vertex 1 by Remark A.7. Sincexα, α1y “ 1, we have the action of G2a by integrating hamiltonian vector fields HEp1q1 ,
H
F
p1q
1
. We combine it with the action of SLp2q2 ˆ SLp2q3 ˆ SLp2q4. Let us consider the
Lie subalgebra of CrMCpPGLpV q,Nqs generated by Ep1qi , F p1qi (i “ 1, 2, 3, 4). ViewingpPGLpV q,Nq as a framed quiver gauge theory of type A3 with dimV “ 1 2 1 , dimW “
0 1 0 , we see that µ “ dimW ´C dimV satisfies the condition xµ, αy ě ´1 for any positive
root α. Hence elements in the Lie subalgebra have either degree 1, 1/2, or 0, and the
degree 0 part consists of constant functions by Remark Q.B.20. Since the Poisson bracket
is of degree ´1, tf, gu is a constant if f , g are of degree 1/2.
Commutator relations in Appendix Q.B imply that E
p1q
1 (resp. F
p1q
1 ) is a lowest (resp.
highest) weight vector in the tensor product C22bC23bC24 of vector representations. Hence
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we have a factorization MCpPGLpV q,Nq – A8 ˆM1C by Remark A.7. But M1C must
be a point as MCpPGLpV q,Nq is 8-dimensional. (Both Ep1q1 and F p1q1 live in the same
representation, as MCpPGLpV q,Nq would have a factor A16 otherwise.)
The same argument shows that the Coulomb branch MCpPGLpV q,Nq for dimV “
1
1 2 ... N´1 N N´1 ... 2 1 is HompCNl ,CNr q‘HompCNr ,CNl q, where we have an SLpNqlˆSLpNqr-
action from the balanced vertices in the left and right legs, and CNl , CNr are its vector
representations. See [MT12, (4.6)].
5(iv). S2 with three punctures for SLp3q. We next consider type SLp3q. The mirror
quiver gauge theory is of type affine E6. We start with a simple observation. Let us
denote by 0 (resp. 6) a special vertex (resp. a vertex adjacent to 0) of the affine quiver
of type E6. This choice breaks S3 symmetry of the quiver. We have an isomorphismś
i‰0 GLpViq – PGLpV q “ GLpV q/Z. Therefore we can view pPGLpV q,Nq as a framed
quiver gauge theory of finite type E6 with dimV “ 21 2 3 2 1 , dimW “ 10 0 0 0 0 . Therefore
its Coulomb branch is W$6G,0 by Theorem Q.3.10, where G is the group E6 of adjoint type.
By [BeiDr, 4.5.12, page 182] (see [MOV05, Lemma 2.10] for a published account), this is
isomorphic to the closure Nmin of the minimal nilpotent orbit Omin. We have the action of
G by Proposition A.3, which is identified with the standard one by example A.5.
The action of SLp3q2 corresponding to two legs not containing the chosen special vertex
0 is coming from the standard inclusion SLp3q2 Ă E6. The remaining SLp3q action for the
leg containing 0 is given as follows.
First let us note that the Lie algebra l of degree 1 elements in CrMCs is e6, as we already
know MC “ Nmin.
Returning back to the original gauge group PGLpV q “ GLpV q/Z, we have degree 1
elements E
p1q
0 , F
p1q
0 , H
p1q
0 P l corresponding to the special vertex 0 by Lemma A.2. The
variety of triples RPGLpV q,N is obtained from RGLpV q,N by identifying isomorphic connected
components. Therefore the construction of Appendix Q.B applies. The computation of
Poisson brackets tHp1qi , Ep1q0 u, tHp1qi , F p1q0 u remains unchanged by the replacement GLpV q Ñ
PGLpV q, hence we conclude that Ep1q0 , F p1q0 are root vectors corresponding to the highest
weight of l “ e6. It also follows that Ep1q0 , F p1q0 together with Ep1q6 , F p1q6 generate an
additional slp3q, and SLp3q.
We have the S3-action on MC induced by permutation of three legs. From the above
consideration, it is clear that it corresponds to S3 of automorphisms of e6 exchanging root
subspaces corresponging to the highest weight and two remaining special vertices. (See
[Kac90, Th. 8.6] for the detail of the construction of automorphisms.)
5(v). Torus with one puncture for SLp3q. We consider the Higgs branch of the Sicilian
theory of type SLp3q associated with a torus with one puncture. According to Conjec-
ture 5.2 the mirror quiver gauge theory is 1 Ñ 2 Ñ 3 ý, where numbers are dimensions
(and we use them also for indices of vertices). Note that we have an edge loop at the vertex
3. Let us denote the Coulomb branch of this quiver gauge theory by M. The following
result is informed to the third-named author by Amihay Hanany. (It is based on an earlier
observation in [GR12, §2.1], [CHMZ14b, (3.3.2)].)
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Proposition 5.6. M is isomorphic to the subregular orbit closure Osubreg Ă g2.
Proof. Let us first construct the action of G2.
We consider operators E
p1q
i , F
p1q
i , H
p1q
i (i “ 1, 2, 3) as in Lemma A.2. The vertices 1,
2 are balanced, while 3 is not. But we still have degE
p1q
3 , F
p1q
3 “ 1 by (Q.A.4). Let us
consider the Lie subalgebra g of CrMs generated by these operators. By §A(ii) Ep1qi , F p1qi ,
H
p1q
i (i “ 1, 2) define the Lie algebra slp3q, and the corresponding hamiltonian vector fields
are integrated to an SLp3q-action on M.
The proof of commutation relations tEp1qi , F p1q3 u “ 0 “ tF p1qi , Ep1q3 u, tHp1q1 , Ep1q3 u “ 0 “
tHp1q1 , F p1q3 u, tHp1q2 , Ep1q3 u “ ´Ep1q3 , tHp1q2 , F p1q3 u “ F p1q3 in Appendix Q.B remains to work
even though 3 has an edge loop. Similarly to [KN16, Lemma 6.8] we calculate tEp1q3 , F p1q3 u “
2p3w2,1 ` 3w2,2 ´ 2w3,1 ´ 2w3,2 ´ 2w3,3q. Since Hp1q1 “ 2w1,1 ´ w2,1 ´ w2,2 and Hp1q2 “
2w2,1 ` 2w2,2 ´ w1,1 ´ w3,1 ´ w3,2 ´ w3,3, we conclude that tEp1q3 , F p1q3 u “ 4Hp1q2 ` 2Hp1q1 .
Hence g is simple of type G2 with Cartan subalgebra h spanned by H
p1q
1 and H
p1q
2 , and
slp3q is spanned by h and the long roots. Note that Ep1q3 and F p1q3 generate the fundamental
representations V and V _ of slp3q, and g “ slp3q ‘ V ‘ V _.
More concretely, F
p1q
3 “ u3,1 ` u3,2 ` u3,3, and Ep1q3 “ pw3,1 ´ w2,1qpw3,1 ´ w2,2qu´13,1 `
pw3,2´w2,1qpw3,2´w2,2qu´13,2` pw3,3´w2,1qpw3,3´w2,2qu´13,3, and Ep1q2 “ pw2,1´w1,1qpw2,2´
w2,1q´1u´12,1 ` pw2,2 ´ w1,1qpw2,1 ´ w2,2q´1u´12,2, and F p1q2 “ pw2,1 ´ w3,1qpw2,1 ´ w3,2qpw2,1 ´
w3,3qpw2,2 ´ w2,1q´1u2,1 ` pw2,2 ´ w3,1qpw2,2 ´ w3,2qpw2,2 ´ w3,3qpw2,1 ´ w2,2q´1u2,2, while
F
p1q
1 “ pw1,1 ´ w2,1qpw1,1 ´ w2,2qu1,1, and Ep1q1 “ u´11,1.
Now consider an auxiliary quiver gauge theory of type D4 with 1-dimensional framing at
the middle vertex numbered by 2, and the outer vertices numbered by p3, 1q, p3, 2q, p3, 3q.
We take dimV 23,1 “ dimV 23,2 “ dimV 23,3 “ 1, dimV 22 “ 2 (and dimW 22 “ 1). We know that
MCpGLpV 2q,N2q “ Nmin is the closure of the minimal orbit in so8. On the other hand,
we consider a quiver gauge theory of the affine type D4 with the extra vertex numbered
by 1, dimV1 “ 1, and all the other dimensions as before, but no framing. We denote the
corresponding graded vector space by V 1 “ V 2‘ V1, and the corresponding representation
of GLpV 1q by N1. Then MCpGLpV 2q,N2q “MCpPGLpV 1q,N1q. We have an embedding
CrMCpPGLpV 1q,N1qs ãÑ Cpw1,1, w2,1, w2,2, w3,1, w3,2, w3,3, u1,1, u2,1, u2,2, u3,1, u3,2, u3,3qS2 where
the symmetric group S2 acts by permuting pw2,1, u2,1q and pw2,2, u2,2q. Also we have an em-
bedding CrMs ãÑ Cpw1,1, w2,1, w2,2, w3,1, w3,2, w3,3, u1,1, u2,1, u2,2, u3,1, u3,2, u3,3qS2ˆS3 where
the symmetric group S3 acts by permuting pw3,1, u3,1q, pw3,2, u3,2q, and pw3,3, u3,3q. By in-
spection of (Q.A.3), (Q.A.5), Theorem Q.B.18 we check F
p1q
2 “ 1F p1q2 , Ep1q2 “ 1Ep1q2 , F p1q3 “
1F p1q3,1 ` 1F p1q3,2 ` 1F p1q3,3 , Ep1q3 “ 1Ep1q3,1 ` 1Ep1q3,2 ` 1Ep1q3,3 where 1E, 1F refer to the generators of so8 in
CrMCpPGLpV 1q,N1qs, while E,F refer to the generators of g2 in the previous paragraph.
Since the projection MCpPGLpV 1q,N1q “ Nmin Ñ so8 is an embedding, we conclude that
the projection MÑ g2 is generically an embedding. Hence the differential of the G2-action
on M is generically surjective, so M has an open G2-orbit rO ĂM which is a nonramified
cover of its image adjoint orbit O Ă g2.
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Now the monopole formula for M gives degrees in N. Indeed, the contribution of a
dominant coweight λ “ pλ1,1, λ2,1 ě λ2,2, λ3,1 ě λ3,2 ě λ3,3q of pGLp1qˆGLp2qˆGLp3qq/Z
equals ∆pλq “ λ2,2 ´ λ2,1 ` 12 |λ2,1 ´ λ1,1| ` 12 |λ2,2 ´ λ1,1| ` 12
ř
r,s |λ2,r ´ λ3,s| which is easily
seen to be nonnegative and integral. We conclude that M is conical, and hence its image
O Ă g2 is conical as well. It follows that O is a nilpotent orbit. But g2 has a unique
10-dimensional nilpotent orbit: the subregular one. Hence O “ Osubreg.
Now we have to identify the cover rO Ñ O. It is known that the universal cover of
Osubreg is an open piece of the minimal nilpotent orbit Omin Ă so8, see e.g. [BK94], and
the Galois group of this cover is S3. Moreover, the degree 1 functions on the universal
cover constitute the Lie algebra so8. It follows that if the cover rO Ñ O corresponds to
a subgroup pi1 Ă S3, then the degree 1 functions on rO constitute sopi18 . Since we know
that the degree 1 functions on M constitute g2 “ soS38 , we conclude that pi1 “ S3, so thatrO „ÝÑ Osubreg. Finally, the normality property of the orbit closure Osubreg guarantees that
M „ÝÑ Osubreg. 
Note that a torus with one puncture is obtained from S2 with three punctures by glu-
ing two punctures. We have computed the Higgs branch associated with the latter in
§5(iv). The Higgs branch is the closure Nminpe6q of the minimal nilpotent orbit of e6.
Therefore the Higgs branch M for a torus with one puncture is the Hamiltonian reduction
Nminpe6q//∆SLp3q with respect to the diagonal SLp3q in SLp3qˆSLp3q corresponding to two
legs which are glued. Therefore we have an action of the centralizer of ∆SLp3q in E6, which
is G2. (See e.g., [Rub08, §3.2] and the references therein.) Combining with Proposition 5.6,
we should have Nminpe6q//∆SLp3q – Osubregpg2q, the closure of the subregular nilpotent orbit
of g2. We do not have a proof of this statement, though it might be known to an expert.
5(vi). Recollections on derived Satake equivalence. We consider a reductive group
G with Langlands dual group G_ and its Lie algebra g_. We have a commutative ring
object AR “Àλ ICpGrλq b pV λq˚ P DGpGrGq.
Let e, h, f P g_ be a principal sl2-triple such that f is lower triangular, and e is upper
triangular. We consider the Kostant slice e ` zpfq to the regular nilpotent orbit. Let Σ
be the image of e ` zpfq under a G_-invariant isomorphism g_ » pg_q˚. let Υ be the
image of e ` b_´ (Borel subalgebra) under a G_-invariant isomorphism g_ » pg_q˚. We
have canonical isomorphisms Σ “ t/W “ Υ/U _´ (unipotent subgroup) by the compositions
Σ ãÑ pg_q˚  pg_q˚/G_ – t/W and Σ ãÑ Υ  Υ/U _´.
According to [BF08, Theorem 5], there is an equivalence of monoidal triangulated
categories Ψ: DG
_pSymrspg_qq Ñ DGpGrGq. Recall that DGpGrGq stands for the Ind-
completion of the bounded derived equivariant constructible category on GrG. Accordingly,
DG
_pSymrspg_qq stands for the Ind-completion of the triangulated categoryDG_perfpSymrspg_qq
formed by the G_-equivariant perfect dg-modules over Symrspg_q: the graded symmetric
algebra of g_ where any element of g_ is assigned degree 2 (with trivial differential). The
monoidal structure on DGpGrGq is given by the convolution ‹, and the monoidal structure
on DG
_pSymrspg_qq is M1,M2 ÞÑM1bSymrspg_qM2. The algebra CrΣs “ Sympg_qG_ acts on
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Ext˚
DG_ pSymrspg_qqpM1,M2q, and this action is compatible with the action of CrΣs “ HG˚pptq
on Ext˚DGpGrGqpΨpM1q,ΨpM2qq. Since DG
_pSymrspg_qq is the homotopy category of a dg-
category, we have RHomDG_ pSymrspg_qq : D
G_pSymrspg_qq ˆDG_pSymrspg_qq Ñ DpVectq.
The functor Ψ´1 is uniquely characterized by the property that Ψ´1pICpGrλqq “ Symrspg_qb
V λ. For F P DGpGrGq we have [BF08, Theorem 2]:
(5.7) H˚GOpGrG,Fq “ κlpΨ´1pFqq :“ H˚pΨ´1pFq bSymrsnewpg_q CrΣsrsq
in the following sense. The eigenvalues of ´h from the above sl2-triple define a grading
of g_, hence a grading of pg_q˚ and a grading of Symrspg_q. Thus g_, pg_q˚ and Symrspg_q
acquire a bigrading such that the total degree of e is zero. We consider Symrspg_q with
the new grading given by the total degree and denote it Symrsnewpg_q. Now the projection
Sympg_q Ñ CrΣs is compatible with the new grading, and induces a grading on CrΣs
denoted CrΣsrs. Finally, we consider both Symrsnewpg_q and CrΣsrs as dg-algebras with trivial
differential (and zero components of odd degrees). Note that Ψ´1pFq is still a dg-module
over Symrsnewpg_q due to its G_-equivariance.
Let D stand for the duality M ÞÑ RHomSymrspg_qpM, Symrspg_qq in DG_pSymrspg_qq. Let
D stand for the Verdier duality in DGpGrGq. We denote by CG_ the autoequivalence of
DG
_pSymrspg_qq induced by the canonical outer automorphism of G_ interchanging conju-
gacy classes of g and g´1 (the Chevalley involution). We denote by CG the autoequivalence
of DGpGrGq induced by g ÞÑ g´1, Gppzqq Ñ Gppzqq. Then CG ˝ Ψ “ Ψ ˝ CG_ . According
to [BF08, Lemma 14], we have Ψ ˝ CG_ ˝D “ D ˝Ψ and Ψ ˝D “ CG ˝ D ˝Ψ.
The following lemma is well known. (See [Gin95, §2.4]. Also the proof of [BF08,
Lemma 14] depends on it.) Let us give its proof for completeness. Recall 1GrG denotes the
skyscraper sheaf at the base point in GrG.
Lemma 5.8. CG ˝ D is the rigidity for pDGpGrGq, ‹q. That is, for any F1,F2 P DGpGrGq
we have a canonical isomorphism RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,F1 ‹ F2q „ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqpCG ˝
DF1,F2q.
Proof. For any group H, the convolution operation F1 ‹ F2 “ m˚pF1 b F2q on DpHq has
rigidity F ÞÑ CH˝DF where CH is induced by the automorphism h ÞÑ h´1, HÑ H. Namely,
RHomp1H,F1 ‹ F2q “ i!epF1 ‹ F2q “ RHompCH,∇!pF1 b F2qq “ RHompCH, CHF1 b! F2q “
RHompCH ˝ DF1,F2q, where ∇ : H ãÑ Hˆ H is the antidiagonal embedding h ÞÑ ph´1, hq.
We apply this to the category of GO-left-right equivariant sheaves on H “ GK.
More formally, let us use the six operations for constructible derived categories on Artin
stacks. There is a reference [LO08] for Ql-coefficients. We choose an isomorphism Ql – C
and use it for complex coefficients. Our stack is X :“ GO\GrG. It is the moduli stack of
pairs P1,P2 of G-bundles on the formal disc D equipped with an isomorphism η : P1|D˚ „ÝÑ
P2|D˚ . There is an involution i : X Ñ X induced by the inversion g ÞÑ g´1 of GK. In
modular terms, ipP1,P2, ηq “ pP2,P1, η´1q. Recall that GrG is the moduli space of G-
bundles P on D equipped with an isomorphism σ : Ptriv|D˚ „ÝÑ P|D˚ . We have a projection
pr2 : GrG Ñ X sending pP, σq to pPtriv,P, σq. Similarly, we define GrG as the moduli space
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of G-bundles P on D equipped with an isomorphism τ : P|D˚ „ÝÑ Ptriv|D˚ . We have a
projection pr1 : GrG Ñ X sending pP, τq to pP,Ptriv, τq. We have isomorphisms i : GrG „ÝÑ
GrG and i : GrG
„ÝÑ GrG sending σ to τ “ σ´1 and τ to σ “ τ´1. Obviously, i pr1 “ pr2 i
and i pr2 “ pr1 i. There is a morphism m : GrGˆGrG Ñ X induced by the multiplication in
GK. In modular terms, mpP1, τ ;P2, σq “ pP1,P2, σ˝τq. The convolution on DpX q is defined
as F1‹F2 :“ m˚ppr1˚ F1bpr2˚ F2q. The unit object 1 is CGO\Gr0G . We claim that the rigidity
is i˚ ˝ D. Indeed, RHomX p1,F1 ‹ F2q “ i!0pF1 ‹ F2q “ RHomGO\GrGpCGrG ,∇!ppr1˚F1 b
pr2˚ F2qq “ RHomGO\GrGpCGrG , i˚ pr1˚ F1 b! pr2˚ F2q “ RHomGO\GrGpi˚ ˝ D pr1˚ F1, pr2˚ F2q “
RHomX pi˚ ˝ DF1,F2q, where ∇ : GrG Ñ GrGˆGrG is pi, idq. 
5(vii). Regular sheaf and derived Satake equivalence. Under the equivalence Ψ´1,
the ring object AR P DGpGrGq corresponds to the G_-equivariant free Symrspg_q-module
CrG_s b Symrspg_q which will be denoted CrT ˚G_srs for short. The G_-action comes from
the left action of G_ on T ˚G_ “ G_ ˆ pg_q˚, g1pg2, ξq “ pg1g2, ξq. And the action of
Symrspg_q on CrT ˚G_srs comes from the morphism µl : T ˚G_ Ñ pg_q˚, pg, ξq ÞÑ Adg ξ (the
moment map of the left action). Recall that AR is equipped with an action of G
_. Under
the equivalence Ψ´1, this action goes to the action on CrT ˚G_srs coming from the right
action of G_ on T ˚G_ “ G_ˆpg_q˚, g1 ¨pg2, ξq “ pg2g´11 ,Adg1 ξq. For this reason the action
of G_ on AR will be called the right action. The moment map of the right G_-action on
T ˚G_ is µr : T ˚G_ Ñ pg_q˚, pg, ξq ÞÑ ξ.
Also note that RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARq is a formal dg-algebra (since e.g. CrT ˚G_srs is a
free Symrspg_q-module), so µr gives rise to a G_-equivariant morphism of dg-algebras
(5.9) Symrspg_q Ñ RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARq.
Altogether we have the action of G_˙Symrspg_q on AR that will be called the right action.
Remark 5.10. For F1,F2 P DGpGrGq we distinguish Ext˚DGpGrGqpF1,F2q and RHomDGpGrGqpF1,F2q. They are isomorphic in DpVectq, the derived category of vector spaces, which
is equivalent to Vectgr, the category of graded vector spaces. But when we consider ad-
ditional structures, such as a dg-algebra structure or a structure of a dg-module over
G_ ˙ Symrspg_q, they are not isomorphic. We thus understand Ext˚DGpGrGqpF1,F2q “
H˚pRHomDGpGrGqpF1,F2qq.
Definition 5.11. The morphism (5.9) Symrspg_q Ñ RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARq induces, for
any F P DGpGrGq, the composed morphism
Symrspg_q Ñ RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARq Ñ RHomDGpGrGqpAR b! F ,AR b! Fq
of dg-algebras. Also, the morphism (5.9) induces, for any F P DGpGrGq, the composed
morphism
Symrspg_q b RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq
Ñ RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARqbRHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,ARb!Fq Ñ RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,ARb!Fq
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of complexes of vector spaces. This morphism is G_-equivariant for the G_-action on
RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq induced by the right G_-action on AR. Thus, the complex
RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq acquires the structure of an object of DG_pSymrspg_qq, and
Ext˚DGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! ‚q gets upgraded to the functor
RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! ‚q : DGpGrGq Ñ DG_pSymrspg_qq.
Similarly, RHomDGpGrGqpDAR,Fq,RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,DAR ‹ Fq,RHomDGpGrGqpAR,Fq,
etc. all acquire the structures of objects of DG
_pSymrspg_qq, and Ext˚DGpGrGqpAR, ‚q gets
upgraded to the functor RHomDGpGrGqpAR, ‚q : DGpGrGq Ñ DG_pSymrspg_qq.
Lemma 5.12. From Definition 5.11 we obtain an action of pG_qb ˙ Symrspg_qbb on
RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,Ab!bR q. The resulting dg-module over pG_qb ˙ Symrspg_qbb is formal.
Proof. Using [BF08, Proposition 5] we reformulate the claim for DGpGrGq replaced by
DGFq pGrG,Fqq. Then AR is pointwise pure (meaning that all its costalks are pure with
respect to the Frobenius action). Hence Ab
!b
R is also pointwise pure. Then the Cousin
spectral sequence for the Schubert stratification of GrG shows that HG˚O,Fq
pGrG,Fq ,Ab
!b
R q
is pure. Also, Ext˚DGFq pGrG,Fq q
pAR,ARq is pure. Now the argument of [BF08, Section 6.5]
proves that the dg-algebra RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARq is formal as well as its b-th tensor power,
and the dg-module RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,Ab!bR q over RHomDGpGrGqpAR,ARqbb is formal. 
The Kostant-Whittaker (hamiltonian) reduction of T ˚G_ with respect to the right action
is T ˚G_ U _´,ψ :“ µ´1r pΥq/U _´. (We use for a hamiltonian reduction in order to avoid
a conflict with / for a GIT quotient.) At the level of dg-modules, κrpCrT ˚G_srsq :“
pCrµ´1r pΥqsrsqU _´ “ Crµ´1r pΣqsrs :“ CrT ˚G_srsbSymrsnewpg_qCrΣsrs, tensor product with respect
to the action of the right copy of Symrsnewpg_q.6 (We have an isomorphism U _´ ˆ Σ „ÝÑ Υ
given by the action of U _´ on Υ. Hence CrΥsU _´ – CrΣs. Moreover, for any U _´-equivariant
sheaf F on Υ, we have FU _´ “ F |Σ. Similarly, for a U _´-equivariant dg-module M over
CrΥsrs we have MU _´ “MbCrΥsrsCrΣsrs.) This is an object of DG_pSymrspg_qq (with respect
to the residual left action of G_) corresponding under the equivalence Ψ´1 to the dualizing
complex ωGrG [BF08, Proposition 4]. (In fact, [BF08, Proposition 4] is proved for the extra
equivariance under the loop rotations.) Instead of ωGrG “ ΨpκrpΨ´1ARqq, we will write
ωGrG “ κrpARq for short.
Under the dualities D, D we have DCrT ˚G_srs “ CrT ˚G_srs, while DAR “ CGAR.
We define Φ :“ CG_ ˝Ψ´1 : DGpGrGq Ñ DG_pSymrspg_qq. We have ΦpARq “ CrT ˚G_srs.
6Passing to cohomology, we obtain the usual hamiltonian reduction: H˚pκrpCrT˚G_srsqq “
CrT˚G_s bSympg_q CrΣs “: κrpCrT˚G_sq. We use the same notation κr for the hamiltonian reduction of
the usual modules and of dg-modules. It is clear from the context which one is used in what follows.
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Lemma 5.13. (a) Let us define a functor Ext˚DGpGrGqpAR, ‚q : DGpGrGq Ñ DpVectq “
Vectgr by
Ext˚DGpGrGqpAR,Fq :“
à
λ
Ext˚DGpGrGqpICpGrλq b pV λq˚,Fq.
It is canonically isomorphic to Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR‹‚q by the rigidity together with CGDAR “
AR (see Lemma 5.8). Then both Ext
˚
DGpGrGqpAR, ‚q and Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR ‹ ‚q are
canonically isomorphic to the composition Forg ˝Ψ´1, where Forg is the forgetful functor
DG
_pSymrspg_qq Ñ DpVectq “ Vectgr.
Their upgrades RHomDGpGrGqpAR, ‚q and RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR‹‚q : DGpGrGq Ñ DG_pSymrspg_qq
(see Definition 5.11) are canonically isomorphic to Ψ´1.
(b) For F1,F2 P DGpGrGq, there are canonical isomorphisms HG˚OpGrG,F1 b! F2q “
Ext˚DGpGrGqpCGrG ,F1b!F2q – Ext˚DGpGrGqpDF1,F2q – Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG , CGF1‹F2q in DpVectq “
Vectgr.
(c) Let us define a functor Ext˚DGpGrGqpDAR, ‚q : DGpGrGq Ñ DpVectq “ Vectgr by
Ext˚DGpGrGqpDAR,Fq :“
à
λ
Ext˚DGpGrGqpICpGrλq b V λ,Fq.
It is canonically isomorphic to Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAR ‹ ‚q by the rigidity together with
CGAR “ DAR (see Lemma 5.8). We have canonical isomorphisms
Forg ˝Φp‚q „ÝÑ Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAR ‹ ‚q „ÝÑpbq Ext
˚
DGpGrGqpDAR, ‚q
„ÝÑ
pbq
Ext˚DGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! ‚q
of functors DGpGrGq Ñ DpVectq “ Vectgr.
The upgraded functors (see Definition 5.11)
Φ
„ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAR ‹ ‚q
„ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqpDAR, ‚q „ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! ‚q
are isomorphic as functors from DGpGrGq to DG_pSymrspg_qq.
Proof. (a) We consider CrT ˚G_srs as a G_ˆG_-equivariant pSymrspg_q, Symrspg_qq bimod-
ule by the left and right action. We have the canonical matrix coefficient morphisms
(5.14) M
–ÝÝÑ
ϕM
RHomDG_ pSymrspg_qqpSymrspg_q,CrT ˚G_srs bMq,
where G_ ˙ pSymrspg_qq acts on CrT ˚G_srs by the left action, and the right hand side
is regarded as an object in DG
_pSymrspg_qq by the residual right action on CrT ˚G_srs.
Here ϕM is defined as follows: Given a G
_-module M , we have ϕM : M bM˚ Ñ CrG_s
by ϕMpm b m˚qpgq :“ xgm,m˚y. It is a morphism of G_ ˆ G_-modules. By swapping
M˚ to the target, ϕM can be viewed as a morphism ϕM : M Ñ HomG_pC,CrG_s bMq.
The morphism ϕM is an isomorphism. One can think about it as the usual fiber functor
Forg on ReppG_q being represented by CrG_s. Its inverse ϕ´1M is given by the evaluation
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CrG_s Ñ C at g “ 1. We consider this over Symrspg_q to get (5.14). We now apply the
derived Satake equivalence. We get
Ψ´1pFq „ÝÑ
ϕΨ´1pFq
RHomDG_ pSymrspg_qqpSymrspg_q,CrT ˚G_srs bΨ´1pFqq
„ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR b Fq.
The second isomorphism holds since the construction of Ψ´1 actually passes through dg-
categories (as opposed to being defined at the level of derived categories), and is com-
patible with the action of the formal dg-algebra Symrspg_q. We have an isomorphism
RHomDGpGrGqpAR, ‚q – RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR ‹ ‚q by the rigidity plus AR “ CG ˝ DAR.
(b) The first isomorphism is the rigidity for the monoidal category pDGpGrGq,b!q, while
the second is for pDGpGrGq, ‹q. See Lemma 5.8.
(c) The first isomorphism is a consequence of (a) together with DAR “ CGAR. The sec-
ond and third are nothing but (b). In order to see that the second and third isomorphisms
are upgraded to RHom, we observe that quasi-isomorphisms
RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAR‹‚q „ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqpDAR, ‚q „ÝÑ RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,ARb!‚q
are compatible with the action of G_ ˙ Symrspg_q. 
Let us suppose F P DGpGrGq is a ring object, i.e. it is equipped with a commutative mul-
tiplication homomorphism mF : F ‹F Ñ F . Then Ψ´1pFq P DG_pSymrspg_qq is also a ring
object, i.e. it is equipped with Ψ´1pmFq : Ψ´1pFq bSymrspg_q Ψ´1pFq Ñ Ψ´1pFq. The same
is true for Φ. On the other hand, RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR ‹ Fq “ RHomDGpGrGqpAR,Fq in
Lemma 5.13(b) is equipped with a multiplication by mF and mAR (equivalently, a coproduct
CGDmAR : AR Ñ AR‹AR). Similarly, RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAR‹Fq “ RHomDGpGrGqpDAR,Fq
in Lemma 5.13(c) is equipped with a multiplication by mF and CGmAR : CGAR ‹ CGAR Ñ
CGAR (equivalently, a coproduct DmAR : DAR Ñ DAR ‹ DAR). Finally, a multiplication
on RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq is defined as in Proposition 2.22.
Proposition 5.15. (a) Multiplications on Ψ´1pFq, RHomDGpGrGqpAR,Fq and RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR ‹ Fq are equal under the isomorphism in Lemma 5.13(a).
(b) The same is true for ΦpFq, RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAR ‹Fq, RHomDGpGrGqpDAR,Fq,
and RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq, under the isomorphisms of Lemma 5.13(c).
Proof. (a) The isomorphism RHomDGpGrGqpAR,Fq – RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR ‹ Fq is given
by the rigidity, and respects the multiplication by definition. Therefore it is enough to
check the compatibility under the isomorphism Ψ´1pFq – RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,AR ‹ Fq.
This isomorphism is nothing but ϕM (where M “ Ψ´1pFq) in (5.14) under the derived
Satake equivalence. Therefore it is enough to check that ϕM respects the multiplication
when M is an algebra in the category DG
_pSymrspg_qq. This is trivial as ϕ´1M is given by
the evaluation ev1 : CrG_s Ñ C at 1 P G_.
(b) Applying (a) to CGF , we see that the multiplications on ΦpFq and RHomDGpGrGqp1GrG ,
CGAR ‹Fq “ RHomDGpGrGqpDAR,Fq are equal under the isomorphisms of Lemma 5.13(c).
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It remains to compare them with the multiplication on RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq de-
fined in Proposition 2.22 as the composition
RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq b RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq
Ñ RHomDGpGrGq
`
CGrG , pAR b! Fq ‹ pAR b! Fq
˘
(2.23)ÝÝÝÑ RHomDGpGrGq
`
CGrG , pAR ‹ARq b! pF ‹ Fq
˘ mÑ RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,AR b! Fq.
Note that RHomDGpGrGqpDAR,Fq – RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,RHompDAR,Fqq. Recall that
the convolution product ‹ is defined as m˚pq˚q´1p˚, see (2.2), where we omit ¯ for brevity.
Since p and q are smooth with fibers both GO, we have pq˚q´1p˚ “ pq!q´1p!. By [KS90,
(2.6.24)] for m˚ and [KS90, Prop. 3.1.13] for p!, q!, we have a natural homomorphism
(5.16) RHompDAR,Fq ‹RHompDAR,Fq Ñ RHompDAR ‹ DAR,F ‹ Fq.
Hence we have the multiplication on RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,RHompDAR,Fqq by mF and
DmAR . Then the isomorphism RHomDGpGrGqpDAR,Fq – RHomDGpGrGqpCGrG ,RHompDAR,Fqq
is compatible with the multiplication.
Now our remaining task is to check that the isomorphism AR b! F – RHompDAR,Fq
(see [KS90, Prop. 3.4.6]) is compatible with the multiplication. Since the following diagram
commutes:
pAR ‹ARq b! pF ‹ Fq mARb
!mFÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ AR b! F
o
§§đ o§§đ
RHompDAR ‹ DAR,F ‹ Fq mF˝DmARÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ RHompDAR,Fq,
the proof is reduced to the commutativity of
(5.17)
pAR b! Fq ‹ pAR b! Fq (2.23)ÝÝÝÑ pAR ‹ARq b! pF ‹ Fq
o
§§đ o§§đ
RHompDAR,Fq ‹RHompDAR,Fq ÝÝÝÑ
(5.16)
RHompDAR ‹ DAR,F ‹ Fq.
Recall that horizontal arrows in (5.17) are defined as composite of homomorphisms for
p!, q!, m˚ under ‹ “ m˚pq!q´1p!. Thus the commutativity follows from compatibilities of
homomorphisms for p!, q!, m˚ under the isomorphism [KS90, Prop. 3.4.6]. We leave the
reader to check the detail.

5(viii). Hamiltonian reduction. The right Kostant-Whittaker reduction ofAR “ ΨpCrT ˚G_srsq
equipped with G_-action is a particular case of the following construction.
Let G be a commutative ring object of DG
_pSymrspg_qq equipped with an action of an
algebraic group H. Let h be the Lie algebra of H. Let Symrsphq be the symmetric algebra of
h equipped with a nonnegative grading (not necessarily the standard one, nor the doubled
standard one) and viewed as a dg-algebra with a trivial differential. Let µ˚ : Symrsphq Ñ
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RHomDG_ pSymrspg_qqpG,Gq be an H-equivariant homomorphism of dg-algebras such that the
multiplication morphism m : GbSymrspg_q GÑ G is H-equivariant and Symrsphq-linear.
In all the examples below the following property holds: after applying the forgetful func-
tor and taking cohomology and their spectrum, SpecH˚pForgGq is equipped with an H-
invariant symplectic form, and µ˚ is compatible with a moment map µ : SpecH˚pForgGq Ñ
h˚.
Given an H-invariant subvariety X Ă h˚ such that the projection Symphq  CrXs is
compatible with the grading Symrsphq and induces the grading CrXsrs, we define G//pH,Xq :“
pGbSymrsphq CrXsrsqH . This is a commutative ring object of DG_pSymrspg_qq. If X “ t0u Ă
h˚, we simply write G//H for G//pH, t0uq.
5(ix). Leg amputation. Following Proposition 2.22, we consider a commutative ring ob-
ject Ab :“ i!∆pbbk“1pARqkq (in particular, the ring object associated with S2 with three
punctures is A3 in our present notation). According to §A, Ab is equipped with an ac-
tion of SLpNqb “ pG_qb. More generally, we consider a commutative ring object Ab :“
i!∆pbbk“1pARqkq on GrG equipped with an action of pG_qb for a reductive flavor group G.
We set W bG :“ SpecHG˚OpGrG,Abq. We conjecture that HG˚OpGrG,Abq is finitely generated,
which we checked so far only in type A. We assume it hereafter. Then W bG is an affine
variety with Poisson structure equipped with a hamiltonian action of pG_qb. In particular,
W 3PGLpNq is W of the beginning of current §5.
Also, W 2G “ T ˚G_ since CrW 2Gs “ Forg ˝ΦpARq “ CrT ˚G_s, see Lemma 5.13(c).
According to Definition 5.11, we have the action of b copies of Symrspg_q on Ab. We can
consider its Kostant-Whittaker reduction κrbpAbq “ Ab bSymrsnewpg_q CrΣsrs with respect to
the last copy of G_ in pG_qb (cf. §5(viii)). More precisely we apply Ψ to κrbpΨ´1Abq “
pΨ´1Abq b
Sym
rs
newpg_q CrΣsrs.
Lemma 5.18. κrbpAbq “ Ab´1.
Proof. We have κrbpAbq “ κrbpi!∆pbbk“1pARqkqq “ κrbpi!∆pAb´1bARqq “ i!∆pAb´1bκrpARqq “
i!∆pAb´1 b ωGrGq “ Ab´1. Indeed, κrbp‚q “ ‚ bSymrsnewpg_q CrΣsrs (with respect to the ac-
tion of the b-th copy of Symrsnewpg_q). In the third equality we use that for F “ Ab´1 P
DGpGrGq and F 1 “ AR P DGpGrGq with a dg-algebra A “ Symrspg_q equipped with a
homomorphism to RHomDGpGrGqpF 1,F 1q, and a dg-module M “ CrΣsrs over A, we have
pF b! F 1q bA M “ F b! pF 1 bA Mq by associativity of tensor product. This equality is
compatible with the commutative ring structures by the construction in Proposition 2.22
(the reduction κrbpAbq carries the induced ring structure by the explanation in §5(viii) since
the multiplication m : AR ‹ AR Ñ AR is Symrspg_q-linear for the right action of Symrspg_q
on AR “ ΨpCrT ˚Gsrsq.) 
Corollary 5.19. κbpW bGq “ W b´1G .
Proof. We have to check that κb commutes with HG˚OpGrG, ‚q. After applying the derived
Satake equivalence we have to check that κrb commutes with κ
l. Recall that κlp‚q “
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H˚p‚ b
Sym
rs
newpg_q CrΣsrsq (with respect to the action of the left copy of Symrsnewpg_q), while
κbrp‚q “ ‚bSymrsnewpg_qCrΣsrs (with respect to the action of the b-th right copy of Symrsnewpg_q).
We have Ψ´1pAbq P DpG_qb`1pSymrsppg_q‘b`1q (one left structure and b right structures).
We assign number 0 to the left structure. Then
CrW b´1G s “ H˚
´
pΨ´1pAbq b
b Sym
rs
newpg_q CrΣsrsq b0 Symrsnewpg_q CrΣsrs
¯
“ H˚
´
pΨ´1pAbq b
0 Sym
rs
newpg_q CrΣsrsq bb Symrsnewpg_q CrΣsrs
¯
“ H˚
´
pΨ´1pAbq b
0 Sym
rs
newpg_q CrΣsrsq
¯
b
b Sympg_q CrΣs “ κbpCrW bGsq.
The third equality (commutation of taking cohomology and tensor product with a b Sym
rs
newpg_q-
module) is clear for free modules, and then for perfect complexes by devissage, and then
for Ind-perfect complexes since cohomology commutes with direct images. 
5(x). General surfaces for arbitrary reductive groups and fusion. First we study
the case of cylinder and give another explanation of the identification W 2G “ T ˚G_.
We consider the equivalence
ΨbΨ: DG
_ˆG_pSymrspg_ ‘ g_qq Ñ DGˆGpGrG ˆGrGq.
Under this equivalence, the ring object AR b AR P DGˆGpGrG ˆ GrGq corresponds to the
G_ˆG_-equivariant free Symrspg_‘g_q-module CrG_ˆG_sbSymrspg_‘g_q which will be
denoted CrT ˚G_ˆT ˚G_srs for short. It is equipped with the right action of G_ˆG_ with
the right moment map pµr, µrq. The hamiltonian reduction with respect to the diagonal
right action
pT ˚G_ ˆ T ˚G_q//∆G_ :“ Spec
`
Crpµr, µrq´1p∆pg_q˚qs∆G_
˘ “ pµr, µrq´1p∆pg_q˚q/∆G_
(the categorical quotient is the set-theoretical one, as it is with respect to the free action of
G_) is nothing but T ˚G_ equipped with the residual left action of G_ˆG_ : ph1, h2qpg, ξq “
ph2gh´11 ,Adh1 ξq, and the equivariant morphism to pg_q˚‘pg_q˚ : pg, ξq ÞÑ pξ,Adg ξq. Note
that the natural projection CrT ˚G_ ˆ T ˚G_s Crpµr, µrq´1p∆pg_q˚qs is compatible with
the grading of CrT ˚G_ ˆ T ˚G_s, and so it induces a grading on the target, to be denoted
Crpµr, µrq´1p∆pg_q˚qsrs. This in turn induces a grading on the ∆G_-invariant subalgebra, to
be denoted CrT ˚G_ˆT ˚G_//∆G_srs. Viewing it as a G_ˆG_-equivariant graded module
over Symrspg_‘g_q (with zero differential) and taking its free resolution, we obtain the same
named object ofDG
_ˆG_pSymrspg_‘g_qq. We will denote ΨbΨ `CrT ˚G_ ˆ T ˚G_//∆G_srs˘
by AR bAR//∆G_ P DGˆGpGrG ˆGrGq for short, cf. §5(viii).
Now Ψ´1pAR ‹ ARq “ CrT ˚G_srs bSymrspg_q CrT ˚G_srs, and Ψ´1pICpGr0Gqq “ Symrspg_q.
Hence, W 2G “ SpecHG˚OpGrG,A2q “ pT ˚G_ˆT ˚G_q//∆G_ “ T ˚G_. The action G_ˆG_
on W 2G is the natural action of G
_ ˆ G_ on T ˚G_ : ph1, h2q ¨ pg, ξq “ ph2gh´11 ,Adh1 ξq; in
particular, the diagonal action of ∆G_ is the adjoint action hpg, ξq “ phgh´1,Adh ξq.
We denote A2//∆G_ by B P DGpGrGq. We have HG˚OpGrG,Bq “ HG˚OpGrG,A2q//∆G_ “
CrpT ˚G_q//∆G_s “ CrT_ ˆ tsW . Here the last equality is a multiplicative analog of the
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isomorphism pg_ ˆ g_q//∆G_ “ pt_ ˆ t_q/W [Jos97] due to I. Losev. Its proof is given
in §5(xiii) below. More generally, we have HG˚OpGrG, i!∆pAb bBqq “ CrW b`2G //∆b`1,b`2G_ s “
Crpµb`1r , µb`2r q´1p∆b`1,b`2pg_q˚ qs∆
b`1,b`2
G_ where ∆b`1,b`2G_ stands for the diagonal in the product of
the last two copies in pG_qb`2.
We denote Bg :“ i!∆pbgk“1Bkq P DGpGrGq. Then SpecHG˚OpGrG,Ab b! Bgq is an object
of HS associated with a surface of genus g with b punctures. Now we turn to the study of
fusion of surfaces.
Proposition 5.20. Let ∆b1,b2G_ denote the diagonal action of the b1-st and b2-nd copy of G
_
on W b1G ˆW b2G . Then W b1`b2´2G “ pW b1G ˆW b2G q//∆b1,b2G_ .
Proof. We have
CrW b1`b2´2G s “ H˚GOpGrG,Ab1´1 b! Ab2´1q “ Ext˚DGpGrGqp1GrG , CGAb1´1 ‹Ab2´1q
“ Ext˚
DG_ pSymrspg_qq
´
Symrspg_q,CG_Ψ´1pAb1´1q bSymrspg_q Ψ´1pAb2´1q
¯
“ Ext˚
DG_ pSymrspg_qq
´
Symrspg_q,ΦpAb1´1q bSymrspg_q CG_ΦpAb2´1q
¯
,
(the second equality is Lemma 5.13(b)).
Now Ext˚
DG_ pSymrspg_qq
´
Symrspg_q,ΦpAb1´1q bSymrspg_q CG_ΦpAb2´1q
¯
is the hamiltonian
reduction pΦpAb1´1qbCG_ΦpAb2´1qq//∆G_ of ΦpAb1´1qbCG_ΦpAb2´1q with respect to the
diagonal (left) action of G_. According to Lemma 5.13(c) and Lemma 5.12,
ΦpAb´1q “ H˚GOpGrG,AR b! Ab´1q “ H˚GOpGrG,Abq “ CrW bGs,
and the left G_ ˙ Symrspg_q-module structure in the LHS coincides with the right G_ ˙
Symrspg_q-module structure in the RHS (with respect to the last copy of G_ ˙ Symrspg_q).
This completes the proof. 
Remark 5.21. The same argument shows that
H˚GOpGrG,A1 b! A2q – H˚GOpGrG,AR b! A1q b CG_H˚GOpGrG,AR b! A2q//∆G_
for ring objects A1, A2 in DGpGrGq.
The natural action of HG˚OpptqbHG˚Opptq “ CrΣsrsbCrΣsrs on the RHS factors through
the multiplication homomorphism CrΣsrs b CrΣsrs Ñ CrΣsrs, and the resulting action of
HG˚Opptq “ CrΣsrs in the RHS coincides with its natural action in the LHS.
Remark 5.22. The results of §5(vi)–§5(x) have their quantum counterparts if we consider
an extra equivariance with respect to the loop rotations. They are based on the equivalence
of monoidal triangulated categories DG
_pU rs~ pg_qq „ÝÑ DGO¸CˆpGrGq [BF08, Theorem 5]
(recall that DGpGrGq is a shorthand for the GO-equivariant derived category DGOpGrGq).
In particular, the regular sheaf AR P DGO¸CˆpGrGq corresponds to U rs~ pg_q ˙CrG_s. For a
loop rotation equivariant ring object A P DGO¸CˆpGrGq one can consider the loop rotation
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equivariant cohomology ring H˚GO¸CˆpGrG,Aq. Similarly to Remark 5.21, we have
H˚GO¸CˆpGrG,A1 b! A2q – H˚GO¸CˆpGrG,AR b! A1q b CG_H˚GO¸CˆpGrG,AR b! A2q//∆G_
(quantum Hamiltonian reduction) for ring objects A1, A2 in DGO¸CˆpGrGq.
In particular, we set C~rW bGs :“ H˚GO¸CˆpGrG,Abq, a quantization of CrW bGs. Then
C~rW b1`b2´2G s “ pC~rW b1G s b C~rW b2G sq//∆G_ .
5(xi). Gluing construction vs hamiltonian reduction. Let us slightly change the
point of view to our gluing construction §2(viii) so that it formally looks similar to a
hamiltonian reduction.
Let A be a commutative ring object on GrG. Let G
1 be a subgroup of G, which is also
reductive. We have an inclusion i : GrG1 Ñ GrG. Then
The !-pull back i!A is a ring object on GrG1 .
When A arises as pi˚pωRr´2 dim NOsq from a representation N, i!A is the ring object
associated with N viewed as a representation of G1.
Next suppose we have a homomorphism G Ñ G2 to another reductive group G2. We
consider the induced morphism p : GrG Ñ GrG2 , which is equivariant under the induced
group homomorphism GO Ñ G2O. Then
The pushfoward Qp˚A is a ring object on GrG2 .
Here Qp˚ is the general pushforward as in §2(iv). The construction of §2(iv) is an example
of the pushforward, where G, G2 here are G˜, GF there, and A P DGpGrGq here is the ring
object on DG˜pGrG˜q associated with a representation N of G˜ there. When G2 is the trivial
group, the pushforward is nothing but taking the cohomology HG˚OpGrG,Aq. In physics
terminology this operation corresponds to the gauging with respect to the kernel of the
homomorphism GÑ G2.
Note that this construction is formally similar to a hamiltonian reduction: suppose that
we have a hamiltonian G space X. We take a hamiltonian reduction X//G1 with respect
to a normal subgroup G1ŸG. Then X//G1 is a hamiltonian G2 “ G/G1 space. This is not
just an analogy if we consider gauging in quantum field theories: The Higgs branch of a
gauge theory associated with pG,Nq is the hamiltonian reduction N‘N˚//G. (See [Tac]
for a review for mathematicians.)
As an example of the similarity, let us consider (5.4) which we regard as a quantum
field theory upgrade of the definition W g,b “ SpecHG˚OpGrG,Ab b! Bgq. Let us consider
the Coulomb branch of the left hand side, which should be equal to the Higgs branch of
the right hand side. Under the gauging //, the Higgs branch is replaced by the symplectic
reduction as we have just mentioned. Hence we get
MCpSG_pCqq “ N bG ˆ pg‘ g˚qg//Gdiag,
where NG is the nilpotent cone of G, and g‘g˚ is symplectic by the natural pairing. Thus
the Coulomb branch MCpSG_pg, bqq is the ‘additive version’ of the G-character variety
on the punctured Riemann surface C, where the monodromy around punctures sit in the
regular unipotent orbit. When G is of type A, this is the Higgs branch of the quiver gauge
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theory associated with the quiver [Nak16, 3(iii) Figure 5]. See the references therein to see
why it is an additive version of a G-character variety.
5(xii). Gluing in the Higgs branch side. Let us pursue the analogy between the gluing
construction and hamiltonian reduction further. Let us consider a ring object associated
with SGpg, bq in the Coulomb branch side instead of the Higgs branch side. It is the Higgs
branch ring object associated with the right hand side of (5.4) after exchanging G and G_.
Hence it is
ASGpg,bq “ bbk“1pARqk bbgl“1 Sympg_ ‘ pg_q˚ql//∆G_ ,
where Sympg_‘pg_q˚q is considered as a ring object on the affine Grassmannian Grteu for
the trivial group teu with the diagonal G_-action. Therefore ASGpg,bq is a ring object in
DGbpGrGbq. Since Proposition 5.20 is a consequence of an upgraded equality in quantum
field theories (due to Gaiotto [Gai12]), we have the corresponding property also for ASGpg,bq.
It is nothing but the following:
Proposition 5.23.
p˚i!∆b1,b2 pASGpg1,b1q bASGpg2,b2qq “ ASGpg1`g2,b1`b2´2q,
where (a) i∆b1,b2 : Gr
b1`b2´1
G Ñ Grb1G ˆ Grb2G is the product of the evident map Grb1`b2´2G –ÝÑ
Grb1´1G ˆGrb2´1G and the diagonal embedding GrG Ñ pGrGq2 of the last factor to the product
of the b1st and the b2nd factors, and (b) p : pGrGqb1`b2´1 Ñ pGrGqb1`b2´2 is the projection
given by forgetting the last factor.
Proof. Let us identify g_ and pg_q˚ by a non-degenerate invariant form. Let us consider
pT ˚G_qb ˆ pg_ ˆ g_qg//∆rG_ “ T ˚G_ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T ˚G_looooooooooomooooooooooon
b times
ˆpg_ ˆ g_q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pg_ ˆ g_qlooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
g times
//∆rG_ ,
where ∆rG_ is the diagonal subgroup acting on T
˚G_ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ T ˚G_ by the right action,
and on pg_ ˆ g_q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pg_ ˆ g_q by the adjoint action. The dg-version of its coordinate
ring is Ψ´1ASGpg,bq. It is isomorphic to pT ˚G_qb´1 ˆ pg_ ˆ g_qg by
rg1, ξ1, . . . , gb, ξb, η1, ζ1, . . . , ηg, ζgs ÞÑ pg11, ξ11, . . . , g1b´1, ξ1b´1, η11, ζ 11, . . . , η1g, ζ 1gq
g1k “ gkg´1b , ξ1k “ Adgb ξk pk “ 1, . . . , b´ 1q, η1l “ Adgb ηl, ζ 1l “ Adgb ζl pl “ 1, . . . , gq.
The left pG_qb-action on pT ˚G_qbˆpgˆgqg//∆rG_ is identified with the left G_-action (and
the trivial action on pg_ ˆ g_qg) for the first pb´ 1q factors, but the last factor acts by
pT ˚G_qb´1 Q pg11, ξ11, . . . , g1b´1, ξ1b´1q ÞÑ pg11h´1b ,Adhb ξ11, . . . , g1b´1h´1b ,Adhb ξ1b´1,Adhb η1l,Adhb ζ 1lq
for hb P G. The corresponding moment map is also the standard one for the first pb ´ 1q-
factors, and the last one is
´ξ11 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ξ1b´1 ´
gÿ
l“1
rη1l, ζ 1ls.
This is nothing but the restriction to the diagonal subgroup of the product of the right
action and the adjoint action.
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Now by Lemma 5.13(b) and Lemma 5.12, p˚i!∆pASGpg1,b1q bASgpg2,b2qq goes to
Ext˚DG_ pSympg_qqpSymrspg_q,CG_Ψ´1ASGpg1,b1q bSymrspg_q Ψ´1ASGpg2,b2qq,
under the derived Satake equivalence. Here g_ is the Lie algebra of the diagonal subgroup
in the product of last factors of pG_qb1 and pG_qb2 . It is equal to
CrpT ˚G_qb1`b2´2 ˆ pg_ ˆ g_qg1`g2//∆rG_srs
by the above computation. This is nothing but Ψ´1ASGpg1`g2,b1`b2´2q. 
5(xiii). Hamiltonian reduction of T ˚G with respect to the adjoint action. Let
G be a connected reductive group over C and let g be its Lie algebra. Consider the
adjoint action of G on itself and the induced Hamiltonian action of the cotangent bundle
T ˚G. Using a non-degenerate invariant form we identify g with g˚, this gives rise to an
identification T ˚G – Gˆg (with the diagonal action of G). The moment map µ : T ˚GÑ g
becomes pg, xq ÞÑ Adg x ´ x. It follows that µ´1p0q “ tpg, xq|Adg x “ xu. Consider the
Hamiltonian reduction µ´1p0q/G with the reduced scheme structure.
Now consider T ˚T “ T ˆ t. We have a natural morphism of varieties ψ : pT ˆ tq/W Ñ
µ´1p0q/G induced from T ˆ t ãÑ Gˆ g.
Proposition 5.24 (I. Losev). The morphism ψ : pT ˆ tq/W Ñ µ´1p0q/G is an isomor-
phism of varieties.
We can consider the analogous situation for the Lie algebras: we have the moment map
µ : g2 Ñ g, px, yq ÞÑ rx, ys. In this situation, a direct analog of Proposition 5.24 is known
thanks to [Jos97]: we have t2/W
„ÝÑ µ´1p0q/G. In particular, the variety µ´1p0q/G is
normal.
Proof. The proof is in several steps.
Step 1. Let us show that ψ is a bijection. The variety µ´1p0q/G parameterizes the
closed G-orbits in µ´1p0q “ tpg, xq|Adg x “ xu. It follows easily from the Hilbert-Mumford
theorem that the orbit Gpg, xq is closed if and only if both g, x are semisimple. Also any
G-orbit of semisimple commuting elements pg, xq intersects T ˆ t in a single W -orbit. The
claim in the beginning of the step follows.
Step 2. We claim that it is enough to show that µ´1p0q/G is a normal algebraic variety.
Indeed, any bijective morphism to a normal variety is an isomorphism. The normality of
µ´1p0q/G will follow if we check that the formal neighborhood of every point in µ´1p0q/G
is normal. In order to do that we will describe the formal neighborhood using a version of
a slice theorem for Hamiltonian actions on affine symplectic varieties, see, e.g., [Los06] (in
that paper complex analytic neighborhoods were considered, but the result carries over to
the formal neighborhood in a straightforward way).
Step 3. Let us recall the slice theorem. Let Y be a smooth affine symplectic variety
equipped with a Hamiltonian action (with moment map µ) of a reductive group G and let
y P Y be a point with closed G-orbit. Let us write H for the stabilizer of y in G. The
normal space TyY /TyGy can be decomposed as h
K ‘ V , where V is a symplectic vector
space with H acting on V by linear symplectomorphisms. Then the formal neighborhood
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of Gy in Y is G-equivariantly isomorphic to the formal neighborhood of the zero section
in GˆH phK‘V q. An isomorphism can be chosen to be compatible with symplectic forms
and moment maps. In particular, the moment map µ1 : G ˆH phK ‘ V q Ñ g is the unique
G-equivariant map that on the fiber hK‘V over 1H is given by µpz, vq “ z`µHpvq, where
µH : V Ñ h is the standard moment map for a linear symplectic action. In particular, we see
that the formal neighborhood of Gy in µ´1p0q/G is isomorphic to the formal neighborhood
of 0 in µ´1H p0q/H.
Step 4. Consider Y “ G ˆ g and y “ pg, 0q for a semisimple element g P G. We can
identify TyGy with tAdg x´ x|x P gu so TyY /TyGy “ h‘ g and H “ ZGpgq. We conclude
that V – h ‘ h with diagonal action of H. By [Jos97], we see that µ´1H p0q/H is normal.
So the formal neighborhood of Gpg, 0q in µ´1p0q/G is normal, equivalently, Gpg, 0q is a
normal point.
Step 5. To finish the proof note that Cˆ acts on µ´1p0q/G, the action is induced from
the dilation action on g. This action contracts µ´1p0q/G to G/G. Since the points in the
latter are normal, µ´1p0q/G is a normal algebraic variety. 
Appendix A. Group action on the Coulomb branch
In this section we give a proof of the expected property [Nak16, §4(iii)(d)], using an idea
of Namikawa [Nam16]. See also [CHLZ17].7
A(i). The degree 1 subspace. Let us consider the Cˆ-action on the Coulomb branch
MC given by ∆pλq as in Remark II.2.8(2). Recall that the Cˆ-action is shifted from one
given by the homological degree by a hamiltonian action. In particular, the Poisson bracket
t , u is of degree ´1 as in §II.3(vi).
Consider the subspace l of degree 1 elements in CrMCs. It forms a Lie subalgebra under
the Poisson bracket t , u. Then CrMCs can be considered as a representation of this Lie
algebra l by the Poisson bracket: tf, ‚u (f P l). If we restrict it to the regular locus of MC ,
it is nothing but the hamiltonian vector field Hf associated with f P l by the symplectic
form. The action preserves the Poisson bracket and the degree. In more geometric term,
Hf preserves the symplectic form and commutes with the Cˆ-action.
Remark A.1. Namikawa [Nam16] shows that MC is the closure of a nilpotent orbit if
CrMCs is generated by l, under the assumption that MC has symplectic singularities.
In this case l is the Lie algebra of AutC
ˆpMC , ωq, the group of Cˆ-equivariant symplec-
tic automorphisms of MC . We conjecture that this statement is true for general MC .
Namikawa’s argument works in much more general cases without the assumption that the
coordinate ring is generated by l.8 But we are not sure as we do not know MC has sym-
plectic singularities, and the Cˆ-action is not conical in general. These seem essential in
Namikawa’s argument.
7The third named author thanks Amihay Hanany for his explanation of the idea to use the Lie algebra
of degree 1 subspace.
8The third named author thanks Yoshinori Namikawa for explanation.
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A(ii). Balanced vertices in quiver gauge theories. Let us take a quiver Q “ pQ0, Q1q
and two Q0-graded vector spaces V “ ÀVi, W “ ÀWi. We consider the associated
quiver gauge theory pGLpV q,Nq as in [Nak16, §2(iv)] and §Q.3, i.e.,
GLpV q “
ź
iPQ0
GLpViq, N “
à
hPQ1
HompVophq, Viphqq ‘
à
iPQ0
HompWi, Viq.
In order to treat a group action on a line bundle in §II.3(ix) and §2(vi), we also con-
sider a larger symmetry group G˜ “ GLpV q ˆ GLpW q/Cˆ with G˜/GLpV q “ PGLpW q “ś
iPQ0 GLpWiq/Cˆ, where both Cˆ are diagonal scalar subgroups.
Recall CrMCs has a grading parametrized by pi1pGLpV qq (§II.3(v)). In our situation,
we have pi1pGLpV qq “ Àpi1pGLpViqq – ZQ0 . For the larger symmetry group, we have
pi1pG˜q – ZQ0 ‘ ZtiPQ0|Wi‰0u/Z, where Z is embedded into ZQ0 ‘ ZtiPQ0|Wi‰0u by 1 ÞÑ
pdimVi, dimWiq. We have the corresponding action of pi1pGLpV qq^ – pCˆqQ0 on MC and
pi1pG˜q^ – pCˆq#Q0`#ti|Wi‰0u´1 (modulo finite groups) on a line bundle in §II.3(ix), §2(vi).
Here p q^ is the Pontryagin dual. We will not be interested in the action of finite groups,
hence we replace pi1pG˜q by its free part pi1pG˜qfr hereafter. We have the corresponding space
H2GLpV qpptq (or H2G˜pptq for pi1pG˜q^), which consists of degree 1 elements.
A vertex i is balanced if there is no edge loop at i, and the corresponding coweight µ
satisfies xµ, αiy “ 0, i.e., 2 dimVi “ dimWi ` řj aij dimVj, where aij is the number of
edges (either in Q1 or its opposite) between i and j. We consider the subquiver Q
bal of
Q consisting of balanced vertices and edges among them. By a well-known result (e.g.
[Kac90, Th. 4.3]), Qbal is a union of finite ADE quivers, unless Qbal is a union of connected
components of Q of affine type with W “ 0 on them. We suppose it is not the latter case.
We consider elements E
p1q
i , F
p1q
i , H
p1q
i from the shifted Yangian considered in Appendix
Q.B. Looking at relations therein, we see that their Poisson brackets satisfy the relations
of sl2, as H
ppq
i “ 0 (p ă 0), Hp0qi “ 1 as xµ, αiy “ 0. Moreover if both i and j are balanced,
E
p1q
i , F
p1q
i , H
p1q
i , E
p1q
j , F
p1q
j , H
p1q
j satisfy the relations of sl3 or sl2‘ sl2 according to whether
i and j are connected in the quiver or not. We then have the corresponding semisimple
Lie algebra lbalss generated by E
p1q
i , F
p1q
i , H
p1q
i (i P Qbal0 ).
From the definition ofHipzq in Appendix Q.B,Hp1qi is the coefficient of z´1 in Zipzq
ś
jWjpzqaij/Wipzq2,
where Zipzq “ śk:ik“ipz ´ zkq, Wipzq “ śrpz ´ wi,rq. (Note that we set ~ “ 0.) Here
zk, wi,r are equivariant variables for
ś
GLpWiq and GLpViq respectively. Therefore Hp1qi is´řk:ik“i zk´řj,s aijwj,s`2řr wi,r. This is nothing but ´c1pWiq´řj aijc1pVjq`2c1pViq if
we regard Vi, Wi as representations of GLpViq, GLpWiq respectively. Now we apply Lemma
II.3.20. The Poisson bracket tHp1qi , ‚u is given by γWi `
ř
j aijγj ´ 2γi on the component
with grading γ “ pγj, γWj q P ZQ0 ‘ ZQ0/Z. In particular, the action of Hp1qi is lifted to
pi1pGLpV qq^ – pCˆqQ0 for MC , and to pi1pG˜qf^r for line bundles.
Lemma A.2. E
p1q
i , F
p1q
i , H
p1q
i (i P Qbal0 ) are of degree 1.
Therefore the Lie algebra l in the previous subsection at least contains the semisimple
Lie algebra lbalss above.
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Note that H
p1q
i is in H
2
GLpV qpptq or H2G˜pptq when we consider the larger group G˜. Let lbal
(resp. l˜bal) be the Lie subalgebra of l generated by lbalss and H
2
GLpV qpptq (resp. H2G˜pptq).
Proof. We have already checked the assertion for H
p1q
i .
Looking at the definition of the homomorphism in Theorem Q.B.18, we see that E
p1q
i ,
F
p1q
i are fundamental classes rR˘$i,1s up to sign. By the formula for ∆p˘$i,1q in (Q.A.4),
their degree is 1 as i is a balanced vertex. 
Recall tHp1qi , ‚u defines an element of pi1pG˜q_fr by γ ÞÑ γWi `
ř
j aijγj´2γi. More generally
Hα corresponding to a root α of l
bal
ss defines an element of pi1pG˜q_fr . Thus we regard naturally
coroots P Rbal_ of lbalss as elements in pi1pG˜q_fr . If we disregard the flavor symmetry, we
consider the restriction to γWj “ 0, hence we still have Rbal_ Ă pi1pGq_.
On the other hand, pi1pśiPQbal0 GLpViqq – ZQbal0 is naturally identified with the root lattice
of the Lie algebra lbalss by sending the i-th coordinate vector to the i-th simple root αi. Thus
we consider roots P Rbal as elements of pi1pśiPQbal0 GLpViqq Ă pi1pGLpV qq Ă pi1pG˜qfr.
We regard Rbal Ă pi1pGLpV qq, Rbal_ Ă pi1pGLpV qq_ as a root datum, and consider
the corresponding reductive group Lbal. For line bundles, we consider Rbal Ă pi1pG˜qfr,
Rbal_ Ă pi1pG˜q_fr . We denote the corresponding reductive group by L˜bal.
Proposition A.3. The actions of tEp1qi , ‚u, tF p1qi , ‚u are locally nilpotent. Hence the action
of lbal (resp. l˜bal) is lifted to Lbal (resp. L˜bal).
Proof. When the Cˆ-action on MC is conical, this is clear as subspaces of CrMCs with
given degree are finite dimensional, and E
p1q
i , F
p1q
i preserve them. In order to deal with
general cases, we modify the argument.
Consider a closed subvariety Rďλ as in §II.2(i). Since GLpV q “ śjPQ0 GLpVjq, we can
modify it by imposing the constraint at j ‰ i, but not on i. Let us denote the resulted
closed subvariety by Rĺλ. It is still true that HGLpV qO˚ pRq is the limit of HGLpV qO˚ pRĺλq.
Operators tEp1qi , ‚u, tF p1qi , ‚u are well-defined on HGLpV qO˚ pRĺλq, as we do not impose the
constraint at i.
Let H
GLpV qO˚ pRĺλqrds denote the subspace of HGLpV qO˚ pRĺλq of degree d elements. It is
enough to show that it is finite dimensional, as tEp1qi , ‚u, tF p1qi , ‚u preserve this subspace.
Suppose that an element in H
GLpV qO˚ pRĺλqrds is contained in HGLpV qO˚ pRďµqrds. If we
decompose µ as pµjq according to j P Q0, the component µj with j ‰ i is less than or equal
to the component λj of λ by the definition of ĺ.
In order to bound the remaining component µi, Let us look at the formula of ∆pµq:
∆pµq “ ´
ÿ
αP∆`
|xα, µy| ` 1
2
ÿ
χ
|xχ, µy| dim Npχq.
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We have ∆pµq ď d by our assumption. Let us look at terms involving µi:
(A.4) ´
ÿ
aăb
|µia ´ µib| ` 12
˜ÿ
j
aij
ÿ
a,b
|µia ´ µjb| ` dimWi
ÿ
a
|µia|
¸
,
where we write µj “ pµj1, µj2, . . . q. This is bounded by a constant from above, as we
have bounds on µja (j ‰ i). Since µjb is bounded, the middle term can be replaced byř
j aij dimVj
ř
a |µia|. Now by the assumption 2 dimVi “ dimWi `
ř
aij dimVj, the first
term can be absorbed in the middle and last term, so that we still have a bound on
ř
a |µia|.
Thus µ is bounded by a constant depending on λ and d. Hence H
GLpV qO˚ pRĺλqrds is finite
dimensional.
This argument works also for the case of L˜bal. 
Note that the comoment map of the Lbal-action on MC is the natural homomorphism
Crlbal˚s “ Symplbalq Ñ CrMCs
by the definition of the action.
Example A.5 (cf. Remark Q.3.12). Consider a framed quiver gauge theory of type ADE.
Let us define two coweights λ “ řiPQ0 dimWiωi, µ “ λ ´ řiPQ0 dimViαi. Then the
Coulomb branch is the generalized slice Wλ˚µ˚ for the adjoint group G of type Q, where
λ˚ “ ´w0pλq, µ˚ “ ´w0pµq (Theorem Q.3.10). Then the group Lbal, acting on MC is
StabGpµ˚q, as pi1pGLpV qq is the weight lattice of G. The action is the standard one, at
least when µ is dominant. The following argument is explained to the authors by Joel
Kamnitzer:
First consider the case µ “ 0. ThenWλ˚0 is the intersection of GrλG and GrG,0 “ G1rrt´1ss,
where G1rrt´1ss is the first congruence subgroup of Grrt´1ss as in [KWWY14]. Then the
assertion follows from a computation of Poisson brackets on CrG1rrt´1sss in [KWWY14,
Prop. 2.13]. For a general dominant µ, we replace GrG,0 by GrG,µ˚ the orbit of G1rrt´1ss
through µ˚. But CrGrG,µ˚s is a Poisson subalgebra of CrGrG,0s preserved by the action of
StabGpµ˚q (see [KWWY14, a paragraph before Lemma 2.19]). Hence the assertion follows
from the µ “ 0 case.
Example A.6. Let us consider the quiver gauge theory in §2(v). All vertices are balanced
in this case. We have
pi1pG˜q – Z‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Zlooooomooooon
N times
/pN,N ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2, 1qZ – ZN´1,
where the isomorphism is given by rλ1, . . . , λN s ÞÑ pλ1 ´NλN , . . . , λN´1 ´ 2λNq. We have
an exact sequence
0 Ñ pi1pGq – ZN´1 Ñ pi1pG˜q – ZN´1 Ñ pi1pPGLpNqq – Z/NZÑ 0,
where the first inclusion is given by λ1 “ 0, and the last projection is rλ1, . . . , λN s ÞÑ
λ1 mod N . It is clear that pi1pGq is the weight lattice of PGLpNq, while pi1pG˜q is that of
SLpNq. Therefore Lbal “ PGLpNq, but L˜bal “ SLpNq.
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Remark A.7. Let us consider the case xµ, αiy “ ´1 instead of 0. Then Hppqi “ 0 (p ď 0),
H
p1q
i “ 1. Thus we have tEp1qi , F p1qi u “ 1. (Note also ∆p˘$i,1q “ 1/2 by (Q.A.4).)
Looking at the argument in the proof of Proposition A.3, we see that we only need a
bound dimVi ´ 1 ď dimWi ` ř aij dimVj to derive a bound on řa |µia| from (A.4). In
particular, the proof of Proposition A.3 works in the case xµ, αiy “ ´1, hence tEp1qi , ‚u,
tF p1qi , ‚u are locally nilpotent, and the corresponding hamiltonian vector fields HEp1qi , HF p1qi
are integrable. Moreover rH
E
p1q
i
, H
F
p1q
i
s “ 0 as tEp1qi , F p1qi u “ 1. Therefore we have an
action of G2a. Let Φ “ pF p1qi ,´Ep1qi q : MC Ñ A2. Then Φ is G2a-equivariant, and the action
map G2a ˆ Φ´1p0q –MC is an isomorphism. See also [Nam16, Th.(i)].
Suppose further that j is balanced, i.e., xµ, αjy “ 0. Commutation relations in Appen-
dix Q.B imply that tF p1qj , Ep1qi u “ 0, tHp1qj , Ep1qi u “ ´pαi ¨ αjqEp1qi and tEp1qj , F p1qi u “ 0,
tHp1qj , F p1qi u “ pαi ¨ αjqF p1qi . Thus Ep1qi (resp. F p1qi ) is a lowest (resp. highest) weight vector
of an slp2qj “ xEp1qj , F p1qj , Hp1qj y module with the highest (resp. lowest) weight ¯pαi ¨ αjq.
Appendix B. A global convolution diagram for the variety of triples
By Gus Lonergan
The aim of this appendix is to give another proof of the commutativity of the Coulomb
branch by constructing a global convolution diagram for R. This is a direct generaliza-
tion of the traditional proof of the case N “ 0, which uses the Beilinson-Drinfeld global
convolution diagram for GrG.
B(i). Preliminaries on arc-spaces and loop-spaces.
(a). In this section, we recall certain standard constructions and facts of [BeiDr, Chap-
ters 4-5].
(b). Let X be a smooth complex curve and let S be a finite set. Given a commutative
ring R and an R-point x of XS, we denote the coordinates of x by xs (s P S), and write
∆Spxq for the formal neighborhood of the union of the graphs of xs (s P S). For notational
simplicity, we frequently remove commas and braces from S, and also drop the part pxq,
when it is clear which point we refer to. So for example the expression:
∆t1,2upxq
becomes:
∆12.
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(c). Now fix an affine algebraic group A over C. Consider the following functor from
commutative rings to groups over XS:
ASpRq :“ tpx, fq|x P XSpRq, f : ∆S Ñ Au.
Then AS is represented by the limit of a projective system of smooth affine group schemes
over XS:
AS “ limÐÝp. . .Ñ pASq2 Ñ pASq1q
such that each transition morphism is a smooth homomorphism. In particular, AS is a
formally smooth affine group scheme (of countably infinite type) over XS, but this is not
so important for us. Recall that in the definition of the Coulomb branch as a convolution
algebra formal homological shifts such as
r2 dimApOqs
appear (for A “ G,N). Similarly, in the global situation formal homological shifts such as
r2 dimASs
will appear9. For example, in the case where the underlying space is AS, for each d we
have ωpASqd – CpASqdr2 dimpASqds. These complexes are compatible in the natural way
under !-pullbacks along the transition morphisms. We thus consider ωAS as the formal
homological shift
ωAS – CAS r2 dimASs,
where both sides are to be understood by evaluating on smooth quotients of AS and ‘piecing
together’ using !-pullbacks. Likewise we have a formal expression
ωAS r´2 dimASs – CAS
where both sides are to be understood by evaluating on the smooth quotients pASqd of AS
and ‘piecing together’ using ˚-pullbacks.
(d). Let θ : S 1 Ñ S be a morphism of finite sets. It induces a map XS Ñ XS1 . Given an
R-point x of XS, this map determines an R-point x1 of XS1 , and an embedding ∆S1px1q Ñ
∆Spxq. Hence by restriction along this embedding we obtain a map
pθ : AS Ñ AS1 .
This induces a homomorphism
qθ : AS Ñ AS1 ˆXS1 XS
over the base XS. If θ is surjective, then qθ is an isomorphism. If θ is injective, then qθ
seems strange at first sight. For instance if θ1 is a section of θ then qθ is an isomorphism
over the resulting copy of XS
1 Ă XS, whereas over a typical point of XS, qθ takes the form
of a projection map
ApOqS Ñ ApOqS1 .
9Only for S of cardinality 1 or 2; but it clarifies the picture and simplifies the exposition to work more
generally at this point.
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However, this is misleading: qθ is pro-smooth when θ is injective. What we mean by this is
that the projective systems of smooth affine group schemes over XS with smooth transition
morphisms
ppASqdqdPN
underlying AS may be taken, simultaneously for all S, to be compatible with all q
θ, i.e. so
that qθ is the limit of a morphism
pqθd : pASqd Ñ pAS1qd ˆXS1 XSqdPN
of projective systems, where each map qθd is a smooth homomorphism over X
S. Thus, it
makes sense to write (and is true that):
pqθq˚ωAS1ˆXS1 pXSqr´2 dimAS1 ´ 2p|S| ´ |S
1|qs “ ωAS r´2 dimASs,
et cetera, where the formula should be understood as a statement about complexes on
smooth quotients over XS, compatible under ˚-pullbacks.
(e). Example. Consider the case S “ t1u. Then A1 is a Zariski-locally trivial ApOq-bundle
over X. Then, the formal homological shift r2 dimApOqs also makes sense in this context,
and we have r2 dimApOqs “ r2 dimA1 ´ 2s.
(f). Example. Consider for instance the case A “ C and S “ t1, 2u. Then A12 should be
thought of as a deformation of the first following projective system into the second:
pCrrtss/t2dqd ù pCrrtss/td ˆ Crrtss/tdqd
while A1 should be thought of as a trivial deformation:
pCrrtss/tdqd ù pCrrtss/tdqd
and we have the morphism of deformations of projective systems:
pCrrtss/t2dqd ù pCrrtss/td ˆ Crrtss/tdqd
Ó Ó
pCrrtss/tdqd ù pCrrtss/tdqd
where the first downward arrow is the quotient map, and the second downward arrow is the
projection map (to the first factor), both of which halve dimension in the dth approximation.
It just happens that the limit of the first downward arrow is an isomorphism, while the
limit of the second downward arrow is a non-trivial projection.
(g). From now on, we assume θ is an injection, and identify S 1 with its image under θ.
Now, in addition to the formal neighborhood ∆S we have the punctured formal neighbor-
hood
∆S
1
S pxq :“ ∆Spxq ´ YsPS1xs
where in this formula we conflate the point xs with its graph. The general notational
paradigm10 here is that subscripts determine discs and superscripts determine punctures.
10Warning: this doesn’t apply to X!
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Consider the functor
AS
1
S pRq :“ tpx, fq|x P XSpRq, f : ∆S1S pxq Ñ Au.
Then AS
1
S is represented by an ind-scheme, formally smooth over X
S. It is a group in ind-
schemes (over XS), but not an inductive limit of groups. Nonetheless, it is an ind-locally
nice, reasonable ind-scheme in the sense of [Dri06], meaning that it is a direct limit of
closed embeddings with finitely generated ideals:
pAS1S q1 Ñ pAS1S q2 Ñ . . .
of schemes over XS, each of which is locally nice, meaning that Zariski-locally11 it is the
product of a finite-type scheme with an affine space (of countable dimension). We shall call
such an ind-scheme reasonably nice. The subgroup AS may be taken as the first subscheme
pAS1S q1 in this inductive structure. The left- and right-regular actions of the subgroup AS
preserve the inductive structure, meaning that each pAS1S qc has an action on both sides
by AS over X
S, even though it is not itself a group. Moreover the quotient pAS1S qc/AS is
of finite-type over XS, and flat, although generally quite singular. The result is that the
quotient
AS
1
S /AS
has the structure of ind-finite-type flat ind-scheme over XS.
Lemma B.1. (1) AS
1
S /AS is ind-projective if and only if A is reductive.
(2) AS
1
S /AS is reduced if and only if A has non no-trivial characters.
Remark B.2. ASS is the Beilinson-Drinfeld grassmannian (on |S| points).
(h). For any chain of inclusions S2 θ
1ÝÑ S 1 θÝÑ S we have natural maps
pθ : AS
2
S Ñ AS2S1 ,
qθ : AS
2
S Ñ AS2S1 ˆXS1 XS,
defined as in subsection §(d). Then qθ : AS2S Ñ AS2S1 ˆXS1 XS has as a subgroup qθ : AS Ñ
AS1 ˆXS1 XS, and the resulting map
AS
2
S /AS Ñ pAS2S1 /AS1q ˆXS1 XS
is an isomorphism.
(i). Warning. Observe that AS
2
S is an ind-AS-torsor over the ind-scheme pAS2S1 /AS1q ˆXS1
XS, and the homomorphism qθ : AS
2
S Ñ AS2S1 ˆXS1 XS is surjective. It is tempting therefore
to try to view AS
2
S as being in some sense a torsor over A
S2
S1 ˆXS1 XS for some group ker qθ.
However, the kernel of the projective system
ppASqd Ñ pAS1qd ˆXS1 XSqdPN
of subsection §(d) is not Mittag-Leffler. We are not sure how to overcome this issue, so do
not attempt to take this point of view.
11In [Dri06] this is relaxed to ‘Nisnevich-locally’.
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B(ii). Global convolution diagram for R.
(a). For a finite set S, we put
T S1S pRq “ tpx, E , f, v˜qu/„
where x P XSpRq, E is a principal G-bundle on ∆S, f is a trivialization of E on ∆S1S , and
v˜ is an N-section of E , taken up to equivalence. This is the same as the balanced product
T S1S “ GS1S ˆXSGS NS.
Thus, T S1S is represented by a reasonably nice ind-scheme with an ind-pro-smooth map to
the Beilinson-Drinfeld grassmannian GS
1
S /GS. In particular it is formally smooth. Multi-
plication gives us a map
T S1S Ñ NS1S
and we define RS1S to be the fiber product
RS1S :“ T S1S ˆNS1S NS.
Over any closed XS-subscheme of GS
1
S /GS, the embedding RS1S Ñ T S1S has finite codi-
mension. Therefore RS1S is also a reasonably nice ind-scheme, mapping to GS1S /GS, and of
ind-finite codimension in T S1S . Note that RS1S is not formally smooth, and in particular the
map RS1S Ñ GS1S /GS is no longer ind-pro-smooth. As a functor we have
RS1S pRq “ tpx, E , f, vqu/„
where x, E , f are as in T S1S , and v is an N-section of E such that fpvq extends12 to ∆S. We
define the shifted dualizing complex on T S1S , RS1S as for T , R. Namely:
(1) On each closed subscheme pT S1S qc of pT S1S qc, pro-smooth over pGS1S /GSqc we set
ωpT S1S qcr´2 dim NS ` 2|S|s
to be the pullback of the dualizing complex of pGS1S /GSqc, i.e. the collection of its
pullbacks to each formally smooth quotient pT S1S qcd of pT S1S qcd smooth over pGS1S /GSqc,
compatible under ˚-pullback;
(2) Since T S1S is a reasonably nice ind-scheme, we can apply the !-pullback to such
a collection of complexes on pT S1S qc, and obtain one on pT S1S qc´1. In this way,
the collections ωpT S1S qcr´2 dim NS ` 2|S|s are compatible under !-pullbacks. The
resulting compatible collection is called ωT S1S r´2 dim NS ` 2|S|s.
(3) Using the ind-finite codimensionality of the embedding i : RS1S Ñ T S1S , we form a
!-compatible collection of ˚-compatible collections of complexes
ωRS1S r´2 dim NS ` 2|S|s :“ i
!ωT S1S r´2 dim NS ` 2|S|s.
12It is a priori defined only on ∆S
1
S . The extension is necessarily unique.
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(b). We will apply the abbreviations of subsection §B(i)(b) to our spaces R, T etc. so
that for instance
Rt2ut1,2u
becomes
R212.
We will also write XS as ΠsPSXs, e.g. Xt1,2u “ X1 ˆ X2. The obvious starting point for
the global convolution diagram is R11ˆR22, a Zariski-locally trivial R-bundle over X1ˆX2.
Consider the following space:
R1`2pRq “ tppx1, x2q, E1, E2, f1, f2, v1, v2qu/„
where x1, x2 are R-points of X, each Ei a principal G-bundle on ∆12, fi is a trivialization
of Ei on ∆i12, and vi is an N-section of Ei such that fipviq extends to ∆12. It is constructed
as
R1`2 “ R112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212,
a reasonably nice ind-scheme over X1 ˆX2. It is of ind-finite codimension in the formally
smooth reasonably nice ind-scheme
T1`2 “ T 112 ˆX1ˆX2 T 212 “ tppx1, x2q, E1, E2, f1, f2, v˜1, v˜2qu/„ .
There is a map
α : R1`2 Ñ R11 ˆR22
given by restricting Ei, fi, vi to ∆i Ă ∆12. Over the diagonal X0 Ă X1 ˆ X2, this map
α is an isomorphism. But on the complement U of the diagonal, we have a canonical
isomorphism
R1`2|U “ pR11 ˆR22q|U ˆU pN1 ˆN2q|U
and α is just the projection. Nonetheless, α is ind-pro-smooth. Indeed, it is the product
over X1 ˆX2 of maps
R112 Ñ R11 ˆX2,
R212 Ñ R22 ˆX1;
so it suffices to see that the former is ind-pro-smooth. But note that we can write
T 11 ˆX2 “ G11ˆX1G1 N1 ˆX2 “ G112
ˆX1ˆX2
G12
N1
where G12 acts on N1 via the homomorphism G12 Ñ G1. Then, the natural map
T 112 Ñ T 11 ˆX2
is that associated to the pro-smooth map N12 Ñ N1, so is ind-pro-smooth. The fact that
the diagram
R112 Ñ R11 ˆX2Ó Ó
T 112 Ñ T 11 ˆX2
is Cartesian gives the result. We have:
α˚ωR11ˆR22r´2 dim N1 ˆN2s – ωR1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 N12s.(B.3)
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Note that R11 ˆ R22, T 11 ˆ T 22 are acted on factor-wise by G1 ˆ G2, which receives the
factor-wise map from G12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12. This latter group also acts in the natural way on
R1`2, T1`2, and the diagram
R1`2 Ñ R11 ˆR22Ó Ó
T1`2 Ñ T 11 ˆ T 22
is G12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12-equivariant. This action preserves the inductive structure of the dia-
gram, and also the locally nice structure of each closed piece, which allows us to view the
appropriately shifted dualizing complex on each space as G12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12-equivariant. We
may thus define the shifted equivariant Borel-Moore homologies:
HG1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q,
H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q,
H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2N12pR1`2q,
as the colimits of the equivariant cohomologies of the appropriately shifted dualizing com-
plexes on the various finite-dimensional approximations. We have maps
HG1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q Ñ H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q Ñ H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2N12pR1`2q.
The first map is the restriction of the equivariant structure, while the second is induced
by α˚, using equation (B.3). This is the first step of our global convolution story.
(c). Let’s define the remaining parts of the global convolution diagram. We setrR1`2 “ tppx1, x2q, E1, E2, f1, f2, v1, v2, g1qu/„
where x1, x2, E1, E2, f1, f2, v1, v2 are as in R1`2, and g1 is a trivialization of E1 (on ∆12)
required to satisfy:
g1v1 “ f2v2.
Note that v1 is determined by the rest of the data as v1 “ g´11 f2v2. That is, rR1`2 is related
to rT1`2 :“ tppx1, x2q, E1, E2, f1, f2, v2, g1qu/„“ G112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212
by the Cartesian square rR1`2 Ñ rT1`2
Ó Ó
R112 Ñ T 112
where the rightmost downward arrow is the composition
rT1`2 “ G112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212 ÝÑ G112 ˆX1ˆX2 N12 Ñ G112ˆX1ˆX2G12 N12 “ T 112.
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We have factor-wise actions of G12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12 on rR1`2, rT1`2, such that the Cartesian
diagram rR1`2 βÝÑ R1`2
Ó ÓrT1`2 bÝÑ T 112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212(B.4)
is equivariant. In terms of points, the left-hand G12 acts by changing the trivialization f1,
while the right-hand factor acts by changing simultaneously the trivializations g1, f2; β is
the map which simply forgets g1. The right-hand G12 acts freely, and the quotient space is
R1`2 “ tppx1, x2q, E1, E2, f1, g´11 f2, v1, v2qu/„
where x1, x2, E1, E2, f1, v1 are as in R1`2, while g´11 f2 is an isomorphism from E2 to E1 over
∆212, and v2 is an N-section of E2 such that g´11 f2v2 extends to ∆12 and is equal to v1 there
(again v1 is determined by the rest of the data). We write
γ : rR1`2 Ñ R1`2
for the projection. It is ind-pro-smooth. Finally, we have a natural map
δ : R1`2 Ñ R1212 “ tppx1, x2q, E , f, vqu/„
ppx1, x2q, E1, E2, f1, g´11 f2, v1, v2q ÞÑ ppx1, x2q, E2, f1g´11 f2, v2q.
Note that δ factors as δ “ δ1δ2 where δ2 : R1`2 Ñ ‚ is an ind-closed embedding of finite
codimension and δ1 : ‚ Ñ R1212 is defined by the Cartesian square
‚ δ1ÝÑ R1212Ó Ó
G112
ˆX1ˆX2
G12
G212/G12
dÝÑ G1212/G12
where the bottom row is simply the top row for N “ 0, and the vertical maps forget
v1, v2, v. It is well-known that d is ind-projective; this fact shows up already in [MV07]
and essentially follows from Lemma B.1. It follows that δ is also ind-projective, meaning
that in each piece of the inductive structure, δ is Zariski-locally of the form
Y ˆ A fˆidÝÝÝÑ Z ˆ A
for f : Y Ñ Z a projective map between schemes of finite type, and A some affine space
of countable dimension. In fact, δ is an isomorphism over U , while over the diagonal its
fibers are products of closed subvarieties of affine Grassmannians. Furthermore, δ is G12-
equivariant.
(d). The global convolution diagram is
R11 ˆR22 αÐÝ R1`2 βÐÝ rR1`2 γÝÑ R1`2 δÝÑ R1212.
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As we have explained, α, β are G12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12-equivariant, γ is the quotient map by the
free action of the right-hand G12, and δ is equivariant for the remaining copy of G12. We
have already explained how α defines a map
α˚ : HG1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q Ñ H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2N12pR1`2q.
Everything else works out essentially as in the main paper, as we now indicate. First, recall
the G12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12-equivariant Cartesian diagram (B.4):rR1`2 βÝÑ R1`2
Ó ÓrT1`2 bÝÑ T 112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212
and recall that rT1`2 is nothing other than G112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212. Thus we may write
b “ pr1 bˆX1ˆX2 pr2 b
pr1 b “ ψφ
pr2 b “ pr2
where we have factored pr1 b as
G112 ˆX1ˆX2 R212 φÝÑ G112 ˆX1ˆX2 N12 ψÝÑ T 112.
It follows that
b˚ωT 112ˆX1ˆX2R212r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 N12s – ω rT1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12s
and hence by base change we have have a map
β˚ωR1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 N12s Ñ ω rR1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12s.(B.5)
This map is equivariant, and it therefore determines a ‘pullback with support’ map:
β˚ : HG12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2N12pR1`2q Ñ H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2G12p rR1`2q.
Since it is a G12-torsor, γ induces an isomorphism
γ˚ : HG12˚´2 dimN12pR1`2q „ÝÑ H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2G12p rR1`2q.
Finally since it is ind-proper and equivariant, δ induces a map
δ˚ : HG12˚´2 dimN12pR1`2q Ñ HG12˚´2 dimN12pR1212q.
(e). Recall that (dual) specialization maps commute with pullbacks along smooth maps
and pushforwards along proper maps, and are compatible with equivariance with respect
to smooth group schemes. Therefore, since every space in sight is a reasonably nice ind-
scheme and the groups GS are pro-smooth over X
S, we have (dual) specialization maps to
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the diagonal X0 Ă X1 ˆX2:
s1 : H
G1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q Ñ H
G0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0N0pR00 ˆX0 R00q
s2 : H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q Ñ H
G0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0N0pR00 ˆX0 R00q
s3 : H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2N12pR1`2q Ñ H
G0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0N0pR00 ˆX0 R00q
s4 : H
G12ˆX1ˆX2G12˚´2 dimN12ˆX1ˆX2G12p rR1`2q Ñ HG0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0G0p rR0q
s5 : H
G12˚´2 dimN12pR1`2q Ñ HG0˚´2 dimN0pR0q
s6 : H
G12˚´2 dimN12pR1212q Ñ HG0˚´2 dimN0pR00q.
Here rR0, R0 are respectively locally trivial p´1pR ˆRq, qpp´1pR ˆRqq-bundles over X0
in the notations of diagram (3.2). In fact, the restriction of the convolution diagram to X0
induces the following maps between the targets of the specialization maps:
H
G0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0N0pR00 ˆX0 R00q
idÝÑ HG0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0N0pR00 ˆX0 R00q
idÝÑ HG0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0N0pR00 ˆX0 R00q
β˚0ÝÑ HG0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0G0p rR0q
pγ˚0 q´1ÝÝÝÝÑ HG0ˆX0G0˚´2 dimN0ˆX0G0p rR0qpδ0q˚ÝÝÝÑ HG0˚´2 dimN0pR00q
I claim that the maps α˚, β˚, pγ˚q´1, δ˚ are intertwined with id, β0˚ , pγ0˚ q´1, pδ0q˚ by the
(dual) specialization maps. For α˚, pγ˚q´1 it is a consequence of ind-pro-smoothness of
α, γ (and also pro-smoothness of G12). For δ˚ it is a consequence of ind-properness. For
β˚, it is because the map
pβ0q˚ωR00ˆX0R00r´2 dim N0 ˆX0 N0s Ñ ω rR0r´2 dim N0 ˆX0 G0s
defined using the Cartesian square:rR0 β0ÝÑ R00Ó ÓrT 00 b0ÝÑ T 00 ˆX0 R00
obtained by restricting diagram (B.4) to X0, factors as:
pβ0q˚ωR00ˆX0R00r´2 dim N0 ˆX0 N0s – pβ0q˚i!1ωR1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 N12 ` 2s
canÝÝÑ i!2β˚ωR1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 N12 ` 2s
i!2r2sp(B.5)qÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ i!ω rR1`2r´2 dim N12 ˆX1ˆX2 G12 ` 2s– ω rR0r´2 dim N0 ˆX0 G0s.
Here can is the canonical map arising from the base change isomorphism, ((B.5)) denotes
the map of equation (B.5), and i1, i2 denote the appropriate inclusions of the diagonal
subspaces. The consequence is the following formula:
s6δ˚pγ˚q´1β˚α˚ “ pδ0q˚pγ˚0 q´1β˚0 s1 : HG1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q Ñ HG0˚´2 dimN0pR00q.
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(f). Now each (dual) specialization map sn factors as s
1
njn˚ where jn˚ is the restriction map
to the equivariant Borel-Moore homology of the part lying over U , and s1n is some other
map. Furthermore, the restriction of the convolution diagram to U induces the following
maps between the targets of the restriction maps:
H
pG1ˆG2q|U
˚´2 dimpN1ˆN2q|U ppR11 ˆR22q|Uq
ÝÑ HpG1ˆG2q|UˆU pG1ˆG2q|U˚´2 dimpN1ˆN2q|U ppR11 ˆR22q|Uq
ÝÑ HpG1ˆG2q|UˆU pG1ˆG2q|U˚´2 dimpN1ˆN2q|UˆU pN1ˆN2q|U ppR11 ˆN2q|U ˆU pN1 ˆR22q|Uq
ÝÑ HppG1ˆX1G1qˆpG2ˆX2G2qq|U˚´2 dimppN1ˆX1G1qˆpG2ˆX2N2qq|U pp rR1 ˆ pG2 ˆX2 R22qq|Uq
ÝÑ HpG1ˆG2q|U˚´2 dimpN1ˆN2q|U ppR11 ˆR22q|Uq
ÝÑ HpG1ˆG2q|U˚´2 dimpN1ˆN2q|U ppR11 ˆR22q|Uq
Let us explain what each map does:
(1) The first map views any pG1 ˆ G2q|U -equivariant class as also equivariant for the
trivial actions of the left-hand copy of G2, and the right-hand copy of G1, in pG1ˆ
G2q|U ˆU pG1 ˆG2q|U .
(2) The second map pulls this back along the pN2ˆN1q|U -bundle map (i.e. multiplies
fiberwise by the equivariant fundamental class of NpOq ˆNpOq).
(3) The third map starts by rewriting pR11ˆN2q|U ˆU pN1ˆR22q|U as ppR11ˆX1 N1q ˆpN2 ˆX2 R22qq|U , and rewriting the action of pG1 ˆG2q|U ˆU pG1 ˆG2q|U as one of
ppG1ˆX1 G1qˆ pG2ˆX2 G2qq|U . By definition, rR1 is the locally trivial p´1pRˆRq-
bundle on X1 given as rR1 “ N1 ˆN11 pG11 ˆX1 N1q.
The G1 ˆX1 G1-equivariant map from here to R11 ˆX1 N1 is given as the product
(over X1) of the quotient by the right-hand copy of G1 with the projection to the
right-hand copy of N1. The ‘pullback with support’ map
H
G1ˆX1G1˚´2 dimN1ˆX1N1pR
1
1 ˆX1 N1q Ñ HG1ˆX1G1˚´2 dimN1ˆX1G1p rR1q
corresponds to the composition of usual ‘pullback with support’ (spread out over
X1) with multiplication by HG˚1pX1q under the identification
H
G1ˆX1G1˚´2 dimN1ˆX1N1pR
1
1 ˆX1 N1q “ HG1˚´2 dimN1pR11q bH˚pX1q H˚G1pX1q.
Meanwhile, the ‘pullback with support’ (actually, here no support is required) map
H
G2ˆX2G2˚´2 dimN2ˆX2N2pN2 ˆX2 R
2
2q Ñ HG2ˆX2G2˚´2 dimG2ˆX2N2pG2 ˆX2 R
2
2q
is isomorphic simply to the multiplication map
H˚G2pX2q bH˚pX2q HG2˚´2 dimN2pR22q Ñ HG2˚´2 dimN2pR22q.
(4) The fourth map is the isomorphism, and the fifth is the identity.
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The result is that the composition of all these maps is the identity. On the other hand,
since the restriction maps jn˚ intertwine these maps with the corresponding maps on the
X1 ˆX2 level, we have the following:
pδ0q˚pγ0˚ q´1β0˚ s1 “ s6δ˚pγ˚q´1β˚α˚“ s16j6˚ δ˚pγ˚q´1β˚α˚“ s16j1˚ .
(g). Finally, note that this last map s16j1˚ is symmetric with respect to the automorphism
τ of HG1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11ˆR22q induced by the degree 2 automorphisms of G1ˆG2, R11ˆR22
which switch the factors (and also exchange 1 with 2). Therefore, pδ0q˚pγ0˚ q´1β0˚ s1 has the
same property. But, taking X “ C, we identify the domain
HG1ˆG2˚´2 dimN1ˆN2pR11 ˆR22q “ HGpOq˚´2 dimNpOqpRq bHGpOq˚´2 dimNpOqpRq
and the target
HG0˚´2 dimN0pR00q “ HGpOq˚´2 dimNpOqpRq.
The map pδ0q˚pγ0˚ q´1β0˚ s1 is the usual convolution (s1 is an isomorphism) while τ is the
standard twist. Therefore, the Coulomb branch is commutative as claimed.
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